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FOREWORD
This training manual is initiated as part of the project Erasmus + “Work-based
learning for higher education system in Mongolia towards better employability of
university graduates” (MONGWBL).
It is based on the experiences of European project partners in Germany, Romania and
Greece that presented by the E-Capacity Workshop, project package 1 from June 28 to
July 1, 2021.
The NSD-WBLM in Europe, workplace-based learning policies, procedures and
regulations in Germany, France, Greece, and Romania is described in Chapter 1,
structure is in Chapter 2, financial funding is in Chapter 3 and general trends and best
practices in quality assurance is in Chapter 4.
This manual also highlights the role of partner stakeholders in regulating the
higher education system, WBL models, funding and quality assurance. Therefore, it
provides an opportunity to analyze and discuss the activities and implemented
regulations in order to introduce WBL into the higher education system and increase
the employment of graduates.
In addition, it is focused on improving the policy and regulatory framework to
the WBL implementation, improving governance and addressing challenges and
opportunities.
We are deeply grateful to the Berlin School of Economics and Law, the
University of Lyon 2, France, the University of Brasov in Transylvania, Romania,
University of Macedonia, Greece and their official representatives and Dr. Araik
Novayan, an independent expert that made to the invaluable contributions in the
manual preparation.
The European partners in the project, the Berlin School of Economics and Law,
Germany, the University of Lyon 2, France (UL2), the University of Brasov in
Transylvania, Romania and the University of Macedonia, Greece are greatly
contributing to the manual development.
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1.

Introduction

This paper is drafted to support the development of a National Strategy for work-based learning in
higher education in Mongolia (NSD-WBLM), and it aims to provide proposals and recommendations
to the competent national decision making bodies in Mongolia for the crucial issues of such a strategy.
The paper was created under the responsibility and lead by the experts of HWR Berlin / Berlin School
of Economics and Law. The practices of work-based learning in higher education presented in this
paper are inspired by experiences from the European project partners in Germany, Romania and
Greece, thus allowing the Mongolian partners to consider the varieties of existing practices in EU
partner countries and to adopt those variants which are most appropriate for their country. In any case,
the presented experiences will need adaptation to the national context in Mongolia and to existing
priorities in improving the employability of university graduates.
This adaptation to the Mongolian context and priorities cannot be made from outside, it is an internal
national matter of Mongolia. Important preliminary work, the responsible bodies in Mongolia can
build on, has already been carried out as part of the MONGWBL Erasmus+ Project.


As part of a fact-finding analysis, existing strengths and weaknesses in the Mongolian higher
education system and existing practices of work-based learning in companies were examined.
And ways and means were shown how WBL could be intensified within HEI and normatively
better taken into consideration.



Further data and facts on the situation of WBL in Mongolian HEI were collected in the training
workshop, which was carried out by the European partners of the MONGWBL project from
June 28, 2021 to July 01, 2021 online via the zoom platform. In their responses to the
assignments made in this workshop, the Mongolian participants already addressed crucial
points of an NSD-WBLM; they reviewed the existing legal framework and identified
necessary adjustments.

Further developments of the NSD-WBLM can and should definitely build on this important
preparatory work.
This paper is focused on challenges and questions that arise in the development of a policy and
regulatory framework and in the elaboration of an appropriate governance framework for the
implementation of WBL in HEI.
There are further topics to be considered in the NSD-WBLM, which are going beyond the issues
presented in this paper. These further topics, like for example “Financing of WBL”, “Organisation of
WBL periods in Companies”, and “Quality Assurance of WBL programmes” are addressed in
separate papers that are drawn up by other European partners of the MONGWBL Erasmus+ project.
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2.

Objectives and overview of the topic

2.1

Objectives of the paper

The objectives of this paper are manifold. Two main topics are addressed:


Crucial issues of a policy and regulatory framework, which needs to be elaborated as an
essential part of the NSD-WBLM



Crucial issues of a governance framework, outlining the roles and responsibilities of the main
institutions, bodies and associations, which are to implement the NSD-WBLM and the pilot
WBL-based study programmes

The first topic is to provide findings and facts, knowledge and experience from EU partner countries
to representatives of the Mongolian government, for example to employees in the Ministry of
Education, on what should be considered when designing a policy and regulatory framework for the
implementation of WBL-based dual study programmes in Mongolia. The information provided in
this paper will allow the government to design this framework in compliance with international
standards and European regulations, whereas the government representatives will have to make sure
that the framework is designed in accordance with the legal requirements and decision making
processes in Mongolia.
The second topic is addressed mainly to universities and partners from the world of business,
employers, trade unions, and professional organizations. The information provided under this topic
is to enable the various stakeholders to develop another part of the NSD-WBLM, i.e. a governance
framework with academic standards and guidelines for the implementation of WBL-based dual study
programmes. By respecting the statutory provisions of the regulation framework and by making use
of its potentials, these stakeholders will have to negotiate and agree on a common understanding of
the governance of WBL study programmes.
The organizational framework for delivering WBL study programmes may differ from university to
university and from study programme to study programme, but common core elements will surely be
agreed between the involved stakeholders; for details of an organizational framework see the paper
on Module 2.
The delivery of WBL study programs will vary even more, although the specifications of the other
frameworks will of course be taken into account.
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2.2

Overview on the topic

The information provided in this paper distinguishes between three analytical levels: the policy and
regulatory framework, the governance framework, an organizational framework and last but not least
the delivery of WBL study programmes (see the following illustration).
Illustration 1
Policy and Regulatory Framework
Governance Framework
Organizational Framework
Delivery of WBL study programmes
As demonstrated in the above illustration, the design of the frameworks at the different levels will
depend on each other like in a cascade. At each level the conditions are created for the following
level. Based on the policy and regulatory framework, the available design options for the stakeholders
at the other levels are depending on the conditions and options of the previous level.
3.

Policy and Regulatory Framework

A clearly articulated policy and regulatory framework is the most crucial condition to establish an
effective WBL approach for higher education study programmes. Government, either at national or
regional level, has of course an important role to play in the development of WBL in higher education.
There is no doubt that the policy and regulatory framework should be created under the responsibility
of the government, i.e. the Ministry of Education, and the government’s role is also to take the final
decision on this framework.
It should not be the government's responsibility alone to develop an appropriate policy and
governance framework. Essentially, in developing such a framework governments needs to play the
role of a facilitator, bringing together the social partners and responsible actors from the education
sector, ensuring their coordination, and defining mechanisms for their interaction. Because an
effective implementation of study programmes with WBL components does not depend on the
government, but on the parties involved in its implementation, which are the universities and the
companies.
3.1

Essentials of a policy and regulatory framework

The crucial issues for a policy and regulatory framework will consist of a legal definition of what is
a WBL study programme and on its position in the higher education system of Mongolia. The
programmes should be linked to the national qualification framework (NQF) to define the learning
level and the level of qualifications that are obtained in these programmes.
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It should be ensured that dual WBL study programmes are fully equivalent with full academic
programmes and distinguished by


an appropriate share of WBL periods



at least two interlinked learning venues (university + company)



a coordinated organization of learning processes in the programme



a curricular linkage of academic learning and work-based learning.

Dual WBL study programmes need to be embedded in networks with chambers, employer
organizations, trade unions, professional organizations, etc. and therefore the policy and regulatory
framework should
•

elaborate on the role of social dialogue and cooperation between partners from the educational
sector and the economic sector

•

outline the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders involved

Looking at the experiences in EU partner countries, flexibility and modularization, individualization
and adaptation of academic programmes with WBL components to the needs of companies and
learners can be seen as a key element to establish effective WBL study programmes. However,
flexibility alone is not the universal solution for strengthening WBL in academic programmes.
For the design of the regulatory framework it is not advisable to leave the organization of WBL totally
to the universities, social partner organizations, and employers themselves. Rather, it is a matter of
maintaining a balance between standardization and flexibility, defining clear requirements and
responsibilities for both, the universities and the companies, and ensuring compliance with
educational quality standards.
Therefore, standards and criteria for implementing WBL dual study programmes must be defined in
the policy and regulatory framework; in particular it is essential to define
•

Eligibility criteria for universities participating in WBL-programmes,

•

Quality standards and criteria for participating companies.

The eligibility criteria for universities will consider the status and size of universities that are eligible
for participation and requirements of appropriate resources like staff, premises, equipment, etc. for
cooperation with companies in WBL programmes. It should be ensured that particular capacities for
teaching and training students in WBL programmes are available, and deliberations should be made
on the licensing procedure for establishing WBL study programmes.
The requirements for companies to participate in WBL will depend on the national context. The
Netherlands, for example, has a sophisticated accreditation system for companies willing to
participate in WBL study programmes. This accreditation system might unlikely be applicable in
Mongolia without excluding many small and medium companies from the outset. In every respect it
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is important to develop solutions that are adapted to the national context in Mongolia and create
prerequisites that small and medium-sized companies may participate in WBL study programmes.
Following is a list of criteria worth to be considered whether there is a corresponding need for
regulation in Mongolia:


a determination of sectors, industries, branches and trades to which the regulatory framework on
WBL study programmes will apply



the definition of a minimum size (employees) and/or a minimum turnover for companies as a
prerequisite to participate in WBL study programmes



a provision of appropriate tools and equipment for WBL by the company



the requirement for companies to comply with health and safety regulations



the provision of an in-company trainer (alternatively: a mentor, supervisor, or even certified
instructor to support the WBL-students.

Further, the following terms and conditions for admission of students should be considered with
regard of needs to be defined within the regulation framework. Alternatively, at least some of the
following criteria could be defined by the universities themselves as part of the governance
framework for WBL study programmes:
•

Criteria for accession and enrolment into WBL-programmes

•

Stipend, wages, allowances (transportation, housing, meals, etc.) for WBL students

•

Attendance rules in the company

•

Conditions to comply with health and safety regulations

In order to create effective WBL study programmes in higher education, governments should take on
the responsibility to provide subsidies from public funds to employers and students in WBL
programmes; provision of financial and non-financial incentives, is a necessary element to get WBL
in a traditional academic system on its way and ensure the quality of the system.
The necessary financial regulations are considered in detail in a separate paper elaborated for Module 3.

3.2

Strengthening social partners and employers roles

The experience of many countries having implemented WBL in their higher education systems
demonstrates that basically strong, regional and / or sector-based employer associations and trade
unions of workers are needed to create a functioning system.
In case of apprenticeships this approach has been empirically tested and proven its effectiveness in
many countries with a long tradition in dual apprenticeship training, like Austria, Germany and
Switzerland. In classic apprenticeships, social partners and participating companies have a say both
in the design of education programmes and in their implementation. And their role should be similar
in academic dual programmes with WBL components:
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Employers take part in the implementation of WBL study programmes by providing work-place
training, and they must - through their business organisations - also participate in the design of
the curricula and and contents, modes and duration of work-based training.



Chambers of Industry and Commerce, Chambers of Crafts and Employers' organisations can play
an important role in the marketing WBL of study programmes. Above all, they can assist in the
recruitment and quality assessment of companies and thus back up the sustainability of the
programmes. Trade unions should play a vital role in making efforts that students get financial
support and ensuring that they receive high quality training in WBL periods with substantial
elements of transferable skills and knowledge.

3.3

Cooperation of universities with (local) industry

Enhancing cooperation with local companies, establishing local partnerships between universities and
(small and medium sized) enterprises is a key issue for introducing and strengthening WBL in
academic study programmes. Initiating and sustaining communication on this level will ensure that
training and education in WBL periods fits into theoretical classroom learning at the university. It is
by cooperation at this level that the details for a coherent study programme with WBL components
are created, and that work-based and academic components are synchronized with each other.
Regulatory and governance frameworks must allow the necessary leeway for WBL in academic
programmes. Rigid curriculum requirements for WBL study programmes will limit the ability of
universities to strengthen WBL. Instead, policy and governance frameworks should foster
cooperation of universities with employers and allow to adapt the design and delivery of programmes
to the needs of local industry.
A far-reaching flexibility of companies and universities in organising WBL periods needs to be
counterbalanced by an accompanying guiding and monitoring of the WBL periods, for which the
academic institution, i.e. the universities are considered responsible. The university has to prepare a
schedule for the work-based learning periods which is in line with the curriculum, the agreed mode
of work based learning (block mode / multiple block mode / mixed mode), and they have to monitor
the students’ progress during work-based learning in industry, for example by making visits in regular
intervals.
3.4

Preparing, guiding and monitoring WBL periods

The following table contains an overview of crucial topics that have to be taken into account when
carrying out WBL periods in cooperation of universities and companies, and how to ensure the quality
of work-based learning by appropriate frameworks for WBL in higher education programmes.
In detail, these topics are covering the preparation of WBL periods, support and quality assurance of
the implementation process, validation of students’ achievements, and evaluation of WBL
experiences for future cooperation of VET schools and companies.
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Table 1
Ensuring the quality of work-based learning: examples of policies and initiatives

Source: ETF, 2017a
3.5

Examples of policy and regulatory frameworks in EU partner countries

In the following section three examples of policy and regulatory frameworks from three EU countries
are presented, namely Germany, Romania and Greece. The differences between the presented
frameworks will allow the Mongolian representatives to adopt those variants that seem best suited to
their own context.
3.5.1 Germany
In Germany, the policy and regulatory framework for WBL study programmes consists of a three
layer system.


The legal layer, the government, provides the legal framework. Germany has a very lean legal
framework, just allowing universities (of applied sciences) to set up dual study programmes
with alternating academic and company-based phases according within their own
responsibilities.



The scientific layer consists of two bodies
o the German Council for Science provides recommendations for academic standards of
dual study programmes
o the Accreditation council provides guidelines for accreditation.



The two bodies of the scientific layer request that
o academic and WBL components are equivalent parts of the programme
o curriculum promotes a specific skills profile for the graduates
o practice-integrating academic courses are key components of the curriculum to foster
mutual transfer between academic and work-based learning
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The operational layer consist of accreditation agencies which are to assess the study
programmes according to academic standards, and the focus of accreditation is on smooth
synchronization of academic and work-based learning.

3.5.2 Romania
In Romania there exists a three layer system sharing the following responsibilities.


As legal layer the government provides the legal framework, which different to Germany is a
very strict legal framework. Universities have to align their bachelor and master programmes
to detailed national standards.



The Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ARACIS) acts as
scientific layer. The agency proposes the methodology for external evaluation and sets the
academic standards (including standards for practical WBL stages).
o At bachelor level the curriculum includes disciplines for a specific study field mandatory
at the national level (only approx. 15% deviation at the universities provision). Practical
placement is compulsory, starting in the 2nd year (min. 2-3 weeks per year, depending on
the study field). A practical stage for the graduation thesis is also compulsory (in the last
year of study).
o At master level, a practical placement (research or professional activity) is compulsory, a
practical stage for the dissertation thesis is also compulsory (in the last year of study. In
addition, practice-integrating academic courses are key components of the curriculum to
foster transfer.

The Government approves the methodology for external evaluation, which contains the academic
standards. ARACIS provides guidelines for external evaluation (authorization/ accreditation/ reaccreditation) of study programmes.


Acting as operational layer, ARACIS or any other Quality Agency registered in EQAR 1
reviews the study programmes according to the methodology and academic standards
approved by the government. Smooth synchronization of academic and practical activities
(including project activities) is a requirement and a particular accreditation standard.

Overview of the legal framework


In 2007, the law of practice of pupils and students came into force



In 2011, the Law of Education provided the following regulations
o Pre-university education system: provisions for dual education
o Higher education system:

1

EQAR- the European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education is the official register of Quality Assurance
Agencies, which substantially comply with the commonly agreed European Standards and Guidelines for Quality
Assurance (ESG) in the European Higher Education Area. For further information, see: https://www.eqar.eu/
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Practical placement – mandatory within the undergraduate (Bachelor) studies.
Universities are required to provide a minimum of 30% of the required practical places,
of which at least 50% outside universities.



The public higher education institutions ensure, within the limits of their financial
resources, support for meals, accommodation and transport, in situations where the
practice takes place outside the university.

•

In 2017, an Order of Ministry of Education asked for the establishment of a Student
Entrepreneurial Society – a structure to be developed at the level of each HEI

•

In 2018, the Law of internship defined that max. 5% of the no. of employees may be taken in the
company as interns

3.5.3 Greece
Like in Germany and Romania, the regulation framework in Greece consists of different layers.


The Greek government provides the legal framework



The Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
are responsible for the implementation of the legal framework.



Internship Programmes are funded either by the Universities or by Companies, or by the European
Social Fund (ESF)



The Hellenic Authority for Higher Education assesses internship programmes to assure their
quality and transparency. Accreditation is focused on the matching between the University’s
academic programme and the internship’s programme.

Internships
Students participate in an internship during their last two years (usually during the summer months).
Internships combine theoretical and laboratory studies with their practical application in the
workplace. Internships are implemented in companies and broader public sector entities that are
showing interest, in areas relevant to the fields of study of the Schools of the University
3.6

Guiding questions for policy makers

In previous sections the essentials of a policy and regulatory framework for WBL study programmes
have been presented, followed by particular components that are crucial for the success of this study
model, namely the involvement of social partner organisations, cooperation of universities with
(local) employers, and requirements to ensure the quality of work-based learning. Additional
information has been provided by country examples from Germany, Romania, and Greece.
These examples have a number of issues in common, but there are also differences between the
frameworks, in particular concerning regulation and flexibility. The main differences are in the degree
of regulation. Regulation ensures that academic standards are adhered to; flexible solutions for workbased learning promote the employability of students.
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The following crucial questions arise for the responsible policy makers in Mongolia from these
differences between the country examples:


Do you want to create a detailed set of laws and regulations or do you prefer a lean set of legal
instruments, giving leeway to the main stakeholders of WBL study programmes, i.e. social
partner organizations, universities, and employers? Do you want to regulate more or less by
law?



Do you want to have strict, clear regulations or are you striving for a flexible legal framework,
allowing universities and (local) companies to design WBL approaches according to needs in
the labour market and employability of students?



For which areas do you want to fix legal requirements? Which areas should be designed under
the university's autonomy / or negotiated between the university and companies?

4.

Governance Framework

The governance framework for WBL study programmes is to be created under the responsibility of
the university and agreed with companies and social partner organizations.
4.1

Essentials of a governance framework

While internships usually are not interlinked with the curriculum of study programmes, the WBL
periods in dual study programmes are an integral part of the curriculum. It is exactly this component
that turns dual programmes entirely into full academic programmes. Inherently, this crucial
component includes some other essentials:


WBL study programmes are full academic programmes. The included WBL periods must meet
academic requirements and linked to the academic learning periods in terms of content.



WBL study programmes are operated under full responsibility of the university, whilst WBL
periods are organised by the companies under their responsibility. The partnership approach must
be developed step by step. To this end, communication processes, responsibilities and standards
must be defined, reviewed and adapted.



WBL periods are an approved share of the ECTS points for the study programme. The workload
of the ECTS points for the WBL periods are to be calculated and determined together with the
partner companies. A calculation and measurement system is needed, because not all of the
practical tasks carried out by the students are relevant for the workload of the study programme.



Students are enrolled in the university. Students must meet admission requirements and at the
same time the specific requirements of the company to ensure that partner companies are satisfied
with the selected students.



Status of students in WBL-periods must be defined. A contractual basis is needed to secure the
rights and obligations of students within the company. Students' work performance must be
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remunerated. Social security is guaranteed if the training allowance is paid monthly for the entire
study period. If not, social security of students must be ensured otherwise.


In WBL periods students are trained in companies. Guidance and supervision by in-company
trainers or mentors must be ensured, and the following issues must be checked: What additional
support must come from the university? How must company supervisors be prepared for their
guiding and supervisory task?



The university awards the academic degree / qualification, which is obtained in case of successful
completion of the programme. A process for the accreditation of the WBL-based study
programme must be initiated. Partner companies must be involved appropriately in the quality
management of the programme.

4.2

Examples of governance frameworks in the EU

In the following sections three examples of governance frameworks from the EU partner countries
are presented, which contain common and different components.
4.2.1 Governance framework at HWR Berlin in Germany
The governance framework for dual study programmes in German higher education institutions varies
greatly. This is due both to the weak regulatory strategy, which gives higher education institutions a
great deal of leeway, and to the different models of dual studies.
Illustration 2
Types or models of Dual WBL based Study Programmes in Germany

Source: Wissenschaftsrat (2013), p. 23
In Germany, the share of dual bachelor’s degree programmes that integrate practical work experience
in companies is the greatest. Most students are enrolled in these practice-integrating dual degree
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programmes. The number of practice-integrating study programmes is growing much faster than the
training-integrated programmes. The dual study programmes in business administration are mainly
practice-integrating.
At HWR Berlin / Berlin School of Economics and Law, around 2,200 students are enrolled in dual
practice-integrating degree programmes in the fields of economics and technology. About 700 partner
companies are involved in Dual WBL based higher education. Dual business administration
programmes in Banking as well as in Tourism management have been established already more than
25 years ago.
The basic structure of practice-integrating bachelor's degree programmes are very similar in
Germany. There are mainly 6, sometimes 7 semesters until graduation.
The following illustration (no. 3) shows some key points of the governance framework at HWR Berlin
using the example of a dual bachelor's programme with 6 semesters.
Illustration 3
Governance Framework for a Bachelor Programme at HWR Berlin

Applicants must meet two conditions to be admitted to the programmes: They must have a training
contract with a company and a (general education) certificate allowing entrance to a university.
A Bachelor programme with six semesters will consist of 6 academic terms (12 weeks each) and an
appropriate share of 6 WBL periods (12 weeks each). Academic learning takes place in the premises
of HWR Berlin, in WBL periods students are working and trained in the partner company with which
they have a training contract.
The university sets a strict schedule for each intake of students. Students study in small groups of 30
students. Each group has a timetable for each semester and a dense supervision rate by university
teachers.
For WBL periods, a standard training plan is part of the curriculum and intensive guidance and
supervision by company representatives/trainers is included. Students must meet transfer
achievements; requirements are specified in practice transfer modules. These modules describe the
learning outcomes and the ECTS points. In their final examination, students should compare
theoretical knowledge with their practical work experience and arrive at appropriate conclusions.
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Student research projects and final theses are examples of linking theory and practice. These papers
are written under academic supervision of university lecturers. Furthermore, students get instructions
in academic writing. Their Bachelor's thesis is written on a topic agreed with the university and the
company. To ensure academic standards, supervision and assessment by a university lecturer is
important. The in-company supervisor supports the perspective of practical use of results in the
company.
After successfully completing their studies, graduates will enter employment, quite often at the
partner company with which they had the training contract, or they continue their academic education
by enrolling in a master’s programme.
Intensive support from representatives of the university and the partner companies is needed to allow
a smooth transition between academic learning and work-based learning. At HWR Berlin, dual
cooperation is governed on two levels. The first level is the Dual Commission, the second level
comprises the cooperation between the university programme director and the director for human
resource development in the company.
The Dual Commission unites all stakeholder groups for the dual study programme, full-time lecturers,
the dean and his or her deputy, students, employers, employees, instructors at partner companies,
representatives of the Berlin Chamber of Industry and Commerce, of the Employers’ Associations
and of the Trade unions. The elected members decide on the important issues for further development
of the dual study programmes:


Planning and development of the Department of Cooperative (Dual) Education.



Establishment of new fields of education and specialisations within the existing training
capacity



Training and examination regulations



Principles for admission of students



Criteria for governing the contractual relationship between students and partner companies



Criteria for suitability and accreditation of partner companies and for implementation and
monitoring of the criteria, updating the list of suitable partner companies



Criteria for cooperation with partner companies and coordination of training



Coordination of training capacities and, if necessary, determination of participation of
individual companies.



Activities to maintain and attract places for WBL in partner companies.

A programme director is appointed and a programme office is established for each dual study
programme. The function of the programme director is assumed by a full professorship with up to
50% of the working hours.
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In addition to professional competence, a programme director must fulfill additional requirements.
Since one of the most important tasks is to manage the contacts with partner companies, networking
in the associated branch is particularly important. The programme director is continuously in contact
with the in-company trainers. A meeting with all in-company trainers takes place in the university
once a semester. The programme director is responsible for


Coordination of cooperation with partner companies



Acquisition and introduction of new partner companies



Monitoring and quality management for the dual study programme



Further development of the curriculum and the standard training plan



Recruitment of external lecturers and scheduling of their lecture assignments



Student advisory service



Coordination of admission, examination, and graduation processes.

4.2.2 Governance framework at UNITBV-Romania
Since 2004 it is part of the university strategy to strengthen the relation with the business community
and involve stakeholders in university processes. The vice-rector is responsible for the relation
between the university and the socio-economic community.
The institutional structure that has been created in the meantime includes the following elements


Liaison Office with the Business Community (2005)



Career Guidance Information and Counselling Centre (2007)



Student Entrepreneurial Society (2017)



Alumni network (2004)

A Council of Representatives of the Business Community is in place for the operational cooperation
between the university and industry. There are biannual formal meetings between the Council and
the university management and regular meetings at faculty / department level.
4.2.3 Governance framework at the University of Macedonia in Greece
Τhe internship programme of the University of Macedonia was established in 1997 in conjunction
with the establishment of the Internship Office. The programme is goal-oriented towards the
following areas:


Consolidation and systemization of communication of the university with stakeholders in the
labour market and social movements



Contributing to the connection of theoretical and laboratory studies with practical application in
the workplace



Informing students about new trends and needs in the labour market and demand for particular
specialties and skills required
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Creating a stable channel of communication between the Foundation and the productive bodies

Τhe UOM Internship Office is based on the following pillars:


Internship Office



Employment and Career Structure (DASTA Office).



Career Office.



Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit.



Student support in matters of labour market, internship and entrepreneurship.

4.2.4 Common components of a governance framework
The following common components for a governance framework can be extracted from the examples
mentioned above:
Universities and companies have mutual agreements ensuring their cooperation in the provision of
WBL study programmes.
The cooperation agreement between the university and companies must ensure that learning is
synchronized between academic and WBL periods and partners are sharing counselling, mentoring
and assessment of students.
Social dialogue and cooperation with stakeholders is a permanent task and implemented through
networking with chambers, employer organizations, trade unions, professional organizations, etc.
4.3

Crucial issues for the governance framework in Mongolia

Based on the given information, the a number of conclusions and recommendations can be made for
the development of the governance framework by the Mongolian partners: The following tasks are to
be solved by government and/or universities and agreed in negotiations with the social partners and
participating companies.
Design of WBL study programmes


The type of the WBL study programme (Bachelor or Master) must be defined



The scope of ECTS of the study programme must be defined according to a workload of 25-30h
per CP



The relationship to the national qualification framework (NQF) of the qualification obtained by
successful completion of the WBL programme must be defined



The curriculum, modules, learning outcomes, and (type of) assessments must be drafted

Strategy for liaising and networking with partners from industry


The role of social partner organisations and companies in designing the WBL programme and in
implementing the WBL programme must be defined



Eligibility criteria for the selection of companies allowing their participation in the WBL study
programme must be defined
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Administrative governance issues within the University


Allocation of academic, administrative, and financial resources for the WBL-programme must be
ensured



A programme director for the WBL study programme must be assigned



Qualification requirements for professors teaching in WBL programmes must be defined



Commissions for cooperation with partner companies must be established, equipped with
university staff and representatives of companies and industry.

More detailed issues of cooperation between universities, companies and partners from industry are
presented in the paper for Module 2 entitled Organizational Framework for WBL study programmes.

5.

Conclusions and Recommendations for the development of NSD-WBLM

It is the intention of this paper to give the Mongolian partners and the politically responsible
authorities in Mongolia the necessary information and guidance on how to develop an effective
national strategy for the development of WBL study programmes in the higher education system of
their country. The paper contains the most important facts, findings and experiences from EU partner
countries to develop an appropriate policy and regulation framework and governance framework. In
further papers, which are drawn up by the other EU partners in the MONGWBL project, further topics
are dealt with that are important for the development of NSD-WBLM.
The paper for module 2 provides information on the development of an organizational framework,
the paper for module 3 addresses the financing of WBL programmes, and the paper for module 4
deals with the topic of quality assurance.
Thus, the most important factual bases for developing the NSD-WBLM are available. Clear
objectives are a necessary element of an effective strategy, but they are not sufficient: Methodological
considerations on how to achieve the objectives must be added. An effective strategy includes both,
clear ideas about what and how. What are the objectives to be achieved? How best to proceed, to
achieve the objectives?
The final sections of Module 1 are devoted to the strategic challenge on how to achieve the objective,
which ways and means could be used to develop an appropriate NSD-WBLM.
5.1

Strategy for the development of the policy and regulatory framework

The government has the leading role to establish a clearly articulated policy and regulatory framework
for effective WBL study programmes in higher education. And although it should not be the
government's responsibility alone to develop an appropriate framework, it is solely the government
to take the final decision on the framework.
In the process of developing the frameworks, the Ministry of Education (MoE) will act on behalf of
the government. The MoE will play the role of a facilitator, bringing together the social partners and
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responsible actors from the education sector, ensuring their coordination, and defining mechanisms
for their interaction. An effective implementation of study programmes with WBL components will
depend on the parties involved in its implementation, which are the universities, the companies, the
social partner organisations, and students’ representatives as the wider network of stakeholders.
The Mongolian partners in the MONGLWBL Erasmus+ project also should play a prominent role in
the development of the policy and regulatory framework. These actors have at their disposal
important knowledge from cooperation and exchange of experiences with their EU partners. They
are motivated to make progress in developing the framework in order to achieve the objectives of the
EU-funded project.
They have undertaken a fact-finding analysis on existing practices of WBL in Mongolian companies,
and investigated into strengths and weaknesses of WBL studies in the Mongolian higher education
system. And they extracted conclusions on how WBL study programmes could be intensified in the
Mongolian higher education system and normatively better taken into consideration.
They participated in a training workshop, which was carried out by the European partners of the
MONGWBL Erasmus+ project, and by elaborating on the assignments in this workshop, the
Mongolian participants already addressed crucial points of an NSD-WBLM; they reviewed the
existing legal framework and identified necessary adjustments to shape and improve WBL study
programmes in Mongolian higher education.
These prerequisites make the Mongolian partners in the MONGLWBL Erasmus+ project highly
competent advisors for the MoE in developing an appropriate policy and regulatory framework.
The national strategy to strengthen WBL study programmes in the Mongolian higher education
system will be effective and sustainable if it is shared, accepted and recognized by as many actors in
the country as possible. It is therefore important to conduct a broad social discourse that brings
together actors from the business sector and actors from the education sector in order to discuss the
crucial issues.
It is recommended to inform and discuss the benefits of WBL study programmes for universities,
companies, students and society at large in as many places and on as many occasions as possible: in
the media (press, broadcast, TV), in public events, at scientific conferences, and in social media.
Extensive use should be made of these possibilities, the more often, the better. Positive publicity will
underline the importance of WBL study programmes, will increase the attractiveness of these
programmes and enhance students’ demand for access to WBL study programmes.
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5.2

Strategy for the development of a governance framework

Not all aspects of the NSD-WBLM can be dealt with in the recommended public debate on the policy
and regulatory framework, as many questions are of a technical nature; this applies above all to issues
relating to the governance of WBL study programmes. Discussion of these issues should therefore
mainly take place among appropriately qualified experts.
In order to develop an appropriate governance framework for the NSD-WBLM, it is recommended
that the Mongolian partners of the MONGWBL project set up a working group in which all
participating universities, banks and tourism organizations are represented with their relevant
expertise. The MoE and social partner organizations should also be invited to take part in the meetings
of this working group.
The distinctive task of this working group is to develop another part of the NSD-WBLM, i.e.
a governance framework with academic standards and guidelines for the implementation of WBL
dual study programmes. By respecting the statutory provisions of the regulation framework and by
making use of its potentials, the members of this working group will have to negotiate a common
understanding of the governance framework for WBL study programmes. In this work, the working
group can build on the facts, information, and experience presented in this paper, and make use of
the results of the assignments that were elaborated in the projects’ training workshop. As soon as an
agreement has been achieved in the working group, it should be formally acknowledged, signed by
the representatives of the institutions involved, and finally submitted to the MoE for confirmation.
A similar approach is recommended for the development of an organizational framework for delivery
of WBL study programmes. Organizational framework may differ from university to university and
from study programme to study programme, but common core elements should be agreed between
the involved universities and other stakeholders; for details of an organizational framework see the
paper on Module 2.
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1. Objectives and overview of the topic
The subject of this paper is the organisation and implementation of WBL in an educational institution
at university level. The purpose is to provide two types of skills and knowledge.
Firstly, the objective is to offer analytical skills and knowledge, in order to give the possibility to
understand each education system in every kind of society. This is also to give the possibility to be
reflexive and creative, and to analyse what actors will implement in the Mongolian context.
Secondly, the objective is to offer practical skills and knowledge, in order to give everyone the
possibility to design a Flexible Apprenticeship Model, strongly adapted to the Mongolian context.
In this paper we will present the prerequisite model of the WBL at an historical, analytical and
theoretical framework (point 2). Then we propose two case studies: the ULL IUT (point 3) and the
ULL degree in tourism (point 4); an example of pedagogical tool called supervised projects (point 5)
before our conclusion (point 6) and some indicative bibliography (point 7).
2. Prerequisite Model
2.1 Historical and theoretical model of education
In every society for centuries, the question of transmission of values, knowledge and practices is
crucial for the survival of each social group and society. And the question is: What and how to
organize the transmission of the most important in a society to the next generation?
The conditions of transmission can be proposed in different ways: learning by imitation, by doing
what you see; by doing step by step, by training, by learning theory before practicing, etc. In the past,
in Europe, before modern school invention during the sixteen and seventeen centuries, transmission
was realized in families and social groups. As children, at this time, people were learning their future
occupation, profession, or trade by taking part in activities within their group: by imitating their
parents and trying to do things by themselves in different sectors of activities: agriculture, hunting,
dressmaking; cook; sale, etc.
But, with schooling, and its progressive expansion for every child in a society, the conditions of an
occupation’s transmission changed radically. Parents could not transmit their occupations directly.
Children had to learn different things, knowledge, and practices firstly at school. Starting with
reading, writing, and mathematics…Little by little, education has started to become a specific public
sector and a main politic preoccupation. Education systems have been created around the world. And
now some occupations, professions, and trade need specific diploma to be practised. Without these
diplomas some jobs are not accessible…
At the same time, in the last three centuries, industrial revolutions, and globalization’s movements
have reorganized the face of the occupations and jobs around the world. New occupations,
professions, trades have appeared, and ask specifics skills, knowledge, competences, and practices.
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As digital trade, professions, and skills for example, have been created after the computer invention
around the 1950’s. School has now a central, and non-replaceable place to train the young generation.
But the education system has its own history, logic, knowledge, and practices. All of this creates a
specific and distinct world from the productive world and workplace.
So, the main point WBL tries to tackle is to prepare new generations to the specificities of the
workplace. The workplace that has been historically cut off from the education system, has to be
introduced. This is what we call professionalisation. The goal is to create relationships between those
two worlds and to organise conditions of interactions. The purpose of this paper is to help to think
about the specificities and practical implication of this historical fact.
2.2 Specificities of an education system
We can add that this short historical overview is also an analytical and theoretical point of view: it
based on a French theory called the school form (Darmon, 2020). Invented in 1980 in order to think
the specificities of school invention and its impacts on people, institutions, organization, knowledge,
skills, and professionalisation. More precisely, at a theoretical and analytical level, these are the four
essential elements of any education system anywhere in the world:
Each education system can be defined by 4 related components:
- 1) At a large level we find a national social, economic and political system which
organizes the education system and the links with the job market for its country in a specific
way. And this specific organisation is linked to other countries in a globalized world. At
this level, a group of actors cannot change the world, even if they desire it.
- 2) At a second level, we find institutions and organisations. They are human creations too,
and they depend on the history of each society, the law, customs, etc.: we can imagine and
try to change the institutions and organisations to implement WBL (this was the purpose
of the module 1).
- 3) At a third level, we find the curriculum: at this level, we can also make proposals to
implement WBL. The study cases given after aim at helping design the Mongolian WBL.
- 4) And at each level we have actors and of course tools and instruments: there is a lot of
different kind of actors. It is important to understand the place, the roles and the power that
each one has to change things. The challenge of this part is to make the different
components visible for several reasons: 1) To identify them clearly; 2) to think about the
roles and relationships they have with each other; 3) to identify the possibility of action, as
well as local non-power.
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2.3 Principles of a WBL program
2.3.1 Strong relationships between academic and the workplace
The first principle is that the curriculum must express the strong relationships between the academic
world and the workplace. We saw that these worlds have been historically separated: WBL proposes
make them interact.
It means that workers in companies and teachers who do not usually have the opportunity to meet
each other professionally, to discuss or to work together, find themselves in a situation of doing so.
In WBL, this initial distance, the fact that they belong to two worlds which do not talk to each other,
is a lock that must be broken very quickly: it is therefore necessary to create the conditions for
exchanges and dialogues between the actors of these two worlds.
2.3.2 Professionalisation as a process
The second principle is that professionalisation has to be seen as a process which has two purposes:
-

Learning the skills expected by the workplace for the students

-

Learning how to enter the job market

These are two different things, but of course, they are linked.
2.3.3 Learning by doing
The third principle is that WBL means a single way that is learning by doing and thinking what you
are doing, which applies to everyone, and not only students.
Of course, we first think of students. And for them, it is clear that WBL means : that they will learn
their job by combining academic knowledge with real-life experiences discovered in the workplace
by internship.
But this is the same for the other WBL actors: everyone will progressively be able to think about an
efficient process by learning to put the academic and professional worlds into dialogue. This dialogue
is not only speeches, but actions done together, with common goals. And everyone will transform
their practice, their knowledge about the other world, and will integrate the new representations in
their minds. And this is a big step: you will never teach, or practice your job, or organize master
program as you used to.
2.3.4 Strong relationships between actors
The fourth principle is that all actors are linked, and not only by institutions. We will develop it in
the next part in order to show how the links are strong and relevant to the whole process.
2.4 Focus on each actor
Talking about actors is using the metaphor of theatre: it is to say that, as in a play, the role of each is
essential and complementary. You can't take remove on of them, otherwise it does not make sense
and the play cannot be performed.
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When we think of actors, we have the most visible ones in mind: teachers and students. They are
indeed the most concerned. But they are far from being the only ones. Who are the others? In what
ways are they involved in WBL? What are the relationships between them, and what the roles do they
have to play? It is important to include them at all stages of the creation of a WBL program. We will
look at each role and why they are linked.
2.4.1 Teachers
Teachers are essential in WBL. Their mission is to pass on knowledge. One could imagine that they
are very far from WBL, that they have no role to play because the knowledge to be passed on is
essentially disciplinary for a teacher, but this is not the case. In WBL, they are the first to help students
prepare for the workplace and in the double sense, to enter it (to know how to do it), and to carry out
the missions expected in company well.
In concrete terms, in the case of WBL, teachers can:
-

Participate in the design of new curricula

-

Act on the contents taught

-

Organise situations of transfer of knowledge (supervised projects…)

-

Visit companies to assess the work of the students

This is a non-exhaustive list.
One of the main problems with these roles is that teachers are usually not trained or competent in
these areas: they have learned to teach and practice teaching a subject (maths, management, history,
sociology etc.). Thus, participating in WBL means evolving and transforming one's knowledge and
skills, to offer students content other than what is usually taught.
Concretely, this requires teachers to learn to deliver their lessons differently; and to do new activities,
different from the previous ones, such as building a WBL curriculum; going to companies to meet
workers and discuss their expectations; reflecting on the relationships between their discipline, the
knowledge content and the skills expected in companies.
This transformation takes time; it is exciting but hard.
To achieve this, in our IUT, we have put in place three rules:
- 1) Help this transition
- 2) Rely on key persons, who act as relays
- 3) Bring about this transition through practice by putting the teachers in a position to carry
out some activities themselves, which will gradually teach them to interact with the
professional world.
Some examples will be given in this paper. Generally speaking, it is a question of imagining situations
in which teachers are in a position to meet, discuss and work with workers in companies, so as to
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become aware of and gradually appropriate their problems, their expectations, the reality of their
profession and its future developments...
2.4.2 Students
The second actors are the students. They also have a very important role to play. They must not be
passive, but quite active, in the progressive discovery of the professional world for which they are
destined. This discovery, which must be linked to an interest, to a desire to become a tourism or
banking professional in the Mongolian current implementation of WBL project, can be initiated
before arriving at the Master's level, and during it.
Most precisely, students can:
- 1) Discover why they are attracted to these jobs and be able to explain this interest
- 2) Discover the reality of the bank or tourism workplace in order not to be surprised
after a Master’s degree training
- 3) Get knowledge and skills for these jobs during Master’s degree and not after
- 4) Work on their own, before and during their studies
The list is not exhaustive. The main idea is that it is necessary to gradually replace false
representations concerning the profession by a more accurate vision, more in tune with the realities
of the professional world of the concerned sector. This transition from false representations to more
realistic ones takes time and requires support for the students (it can be difficult for them to realise
that they had false ideas, which were also what attracted them to these professions). Teachers and
workers in companies can help them in this transition.
This transition is not only made through words, explanations, by giving lectures on what the
professional world is, but by constantly putting the students in a situation to go and see for themselves,
to experiment, to carry out tasks which will gradually enable them to adjust their representations,
competences, skills and practices. This point is central to WBL: it is really a question of getting
students in a position to learn by doing, and not by listening to lectures. And with this learning by
doing, they also transform their representations, competences, skills and practices.
2.4.3 Workers in companies
Workers in companies are very important: they are the ones who know the needs of their profession,
who can define missions, who can welcome and train students. However, historically, the educational
and productive worlds have been separated.
Examples will be given in the rest of the paper but the general idea is that at all times during the
Master’s training, teachers and academic managers must organise conditions for exchanges and joint
work. Once again, it is not by delivering lectures where, for example, workers come to present their
job, but by putting them around the table, or in a work place, and having them carry out activities
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together that will better put them in a position to confront representations, points of view, get to know
each other and understand each other's issues, harmonise their practices and expectations.
More concretely, here are some ideas:
1) Define assignments for apprentices
2) Welcome and train apprentices
3) Participate in sharing the specificities of their profession
4) Participate in curriculum design
5) Participate in the degree milestones: training councils, student recruitment, exam
boards
2.4.4 University staff members and ministry of education staff
As we have just seen, it is a question of constantly creating opportunities for dialogue between those
involved in education and those involved in the world of production. This organisation is likely to
last if it is gradually taken over by institutions and does not depend solely on the goodwill of a few
individuals.
Thus, the roles of the staff (university and ministry) are essential: they must, each from their
possibility of power and action, help to create the conditions and stabilise the opportunities for
dialogues between the different actors by creating laws, process, tools, etc.
One example can be developed: it is the teaching conditions. In WBL, it is important that teachers
visit students at their workplace. In order to motivate them to do this regularly, this activity should
not be perceived as an additional and unplanned part of their teaching. On the contrary, the conditions
should be created for it to become a legitimate, planned activity in their teaching practice.
Teachers also need to be helped to learn what their expected roles are when they go in companies and
what they have to do precisely.
Several solutions are then possible and can be jointly implemented:
- Create tools and offer training to teachers to go to companies
- Take into account this activity in their teaching workload: for example, at the IUT, when
a teacher supervises a student in a company for one year (which means visiting the student
five times in the company), it counts as 12 hours of class time in their annual workload.
This is just an example to show that all of these transformations must be considered at an institutional
level and the staff members are the first concerned, to create the good conditions of WBL. So, to
conclude, all actor have a crucial role.
3. Case Study 1: Progressive professionalisationin ULL IUT
Here is a first case study to make the principles of WBL more explicit and contextualised.
The ULL IUT WBL model was designed 30 years ago by the lecturers who founded the IUT with
one goal in mind, that is, to facilitate employability. Through WBL, we aim at taking students to
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another level of excellence although they might not be the best academically speaking. Our model
has been designed to guide students from a student stance to a professional one.
We have decided to base this presentation on our existing model which is a two-year degree followed
by an optional third year to qualify for a Bachelor. This national model will evolve starting in
September 2021 to the European model of a three-year Bachelor’s degree such as the one presented
by our German counterparts in their paper. In this new degree, students will follow WBL over the
last 2 years of their degree the first one being a preparatory one. Students will have the opportunity
to choose between a two-year contract in the same company or two back-to-back one-year contracts
in different companies.
It is important to understand that the national recommendation viewed employment as the ultimate
goal for IUT such as ours so much that Institutes are nationally assessed according to the employment
rate of their students after graduation.
So, all actors presented previously have a stake at succeeding in professionalising studies and
students. We also greatly value the professionalisation of our teachers and lecturers. Whatever their
teaching and research area, they work closely with company supervisors, monitor and follow students
in companies in order to develop and blend the professional aspects into their teaching so as to link
their teaching to what students experience at work.
Here is the chronological organization of WBL for 1st year students. We have identified 2 phases
during this first year in order to prepare students for apprenticeship and to get them to develop their
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Indeed, we consider that professionalisation is a process and that students need to study and work on
themselves step by step to become operational professionals as they literally undertake a personal
journey towards becoming a professional individual. In that sense, not only does WBL mean that
students work in company, but they work in a different manner than what they might have at high
school or in another faculty. In our model, not only do they learn knowledge, but they also learn how
to apply it. This is the model for our 2nd year or 3rd year.
Professionalization process at the IUT Second and Third year

Figure 2 :
The next two phases towards professionalisation are counseling and mentoring during work
placement and the last stage and the conclusion of their work study period.
As for the second year, students are in companies on a different calendar than in Germany. As a
reminder, German students spend 12 weeks in company and then 12 weeks at university. In our IUT,
and in most other IUTs in France, their working period is 2 weeks and then 2 weeks at university.
Our Business Administration department follows a different timetable: 3 days/ 2 days and our
Banking Degree follows a pattern of one month /one month to allow students to work in companies
which are much further away from our university.
As mentioned, these schedules are flexible and could be adapted over time and upon our university
board’s approval to suit our partners.
We can develop more specifically each phase.
4.1 Phase 1: the recruitment of the students
The approach to student recruitment after high school differs from universities which do not select
students and from other IUTs which do not implement dual education and mostly select them purely
on academic grounds.
Students must fill in a specific application2 so we can assess:
2

See document in the toolbox
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-

their motivation and how much they have thought about going into employment at a rather
early stage in their studies

-

their knowledge of the professional sectors they are applying for as we are not just looking
for high achieving students but for students who know what kind of jobs these studies could
lead them to.

-

We are looking for well-rounded individuals so we also ask them to tell us about their sports
activities, their commitments as citizens such as volunteering in charities, their local
communities or in school activities etc.

We grade students according to a point system to value maturity, job experience, motivation and
according to all these criteria we shortlist them and invite them for an interview.
The interview is led by 2 academics and 2 professional partners. During this ten to fifteen-minute
interview, students are asked to develop their career plan. Again, we grade them according to several
criteria:
-

Personal introduction, behaviour, posture, politeness

-

Dynamism and drive

-

Knowledge of the professional context

-

Projection into a job during their studies

If the professionals are not convinced by the students, they are not selected.
4.2 Phase 2: Before students’ first work placement
Phase 2 is the preparatory phase: all events and steps to equip students with technical and soft skills
to find their 1st internship and to turn it into a success, that is to say turning it into a work-study
contract.
Once they have been accepted at our IUT in any of our teaching programs, our students are faced
with a project building process which will enable them to learn how to make choices. This process is
embodied by a dedicated Career Service Team which offers a wide scope of opportunities.
The students are asked to interview professionals they have chosen according to a certain pattern.
Their teachers or supervisors help them draft a questionnaire aiming at discovering jobs in their
various and different aspects – including tasks, requirements, necessary qualities, knowledge, knowhow, assets – and this questionnaire will be submitted to professionals chosen by students, either
through their personal acquaintances or social networks. This exercise is extremely interesting in so
far as not only does it contribute to helping students open up and socialize with unknown adults, but
it also allows them to figure out the main features of specific jobs. They are strongly advised to
discover positions that appeal to them and confront their findings to their previous representations.
Besides, they can benefit from an access to a broad range of job descriptions, as well as collective
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and individual guidance on how to write CVs and cover letters or successfully respond to job
interview questions.
During their first year at our Institute, our students will also have to choose an internship in company
– which will be considered as a training as well as trial period for their work placement the following
year. This “pre-work placement” may be found while attending our Job Fair – which constitutes a
two to three-day major event. Indeed, our partner companies are invited to our Institute and meet our
short-listed students so as to decide who they will hire, first for an internship and then for their workstudy years after. The selection process is based on various criteria: the desire for a student to join a
defined field of activity in a specific company, the requirements of the company previously listed
with our professionals, and the compatibility of both parties in their ability to work together. This is
the reason why we organize these official interviews with one or several professionals from
companies (future mentors, managers or human resources staff). This first contact is extremely
critical, as it will decide upon a fairly long-term occupational relationship (two or three years). The
students are well prepared throughout their first term at university, thanks to exercises such as mock
job interviews, which enables them to cast a good light on their abilities and motivations. Our partner
companies trust our way of selecting and shortlisting the students whose profiles are best suited for
their work environments and corporate cultures.
4.3 Phase 3: During student’s work placement
The whole period in company is guided by dual mentoring in the form of a university tutor and a
company supervisor, often called mentor.
This dual mentoring is embodied by regular visits in company (four or five visits) according to the
following pattern:

setting objectives, checking that the objectives previously set have been

satisfactorily achieved thanks to an oral presentation, and an assessment of results and behavior
within a dedicated framework (a marking scheme with all the criteria used is available either in a
paper or o-line booklet for all parties).
The students also have to write an end-of-year report which will be presented to their tutors, mentors
and Presidents of Juries during a viva at the end of their degree.
Becoming trustworthy and reliable employees, well integrated in their work environments and able
to take initiatives requires time, investment and know- how from all stakeholders in this training
process. Therefore, it is worth taking a closer look at this process.
The first visit actually aims at setting the objectives of the whole year as well as those of the first
period and making sure that students are based in appropriate work environments (workstations,
teams, back up and support). This first visit also enables tutors to check that the objectives match the
requirements of the targeted diplomas, in terms of standards, skills and responsibilities. The second
and third visits will validate the students’ development in their organization and their ability to meet
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their employers’ requirements according to the initial contract previously inked with the institute.
Their assessments (based on performance, behaviour and oral presentations of their periods in
company) are performed by both tutors and mentors who also check on the advancement of their case
studies which will be the core of their end-of-year report or dissertation. These reports must meet
both companies’ requirements in terms of optimization and university standards -as for research
methodology and norms. Thus, students have to build up a three-party partnership which includes
their own dedication and guidance from lecturers and professionals- including tutors and mentors.
4.4 Phase 4: After student’s work placement + graduation
At the end of their 2nd or 3rd year, and during the 13th month of their work-study contract, students
present their dissertation based on the optimization of a process within the company. This is the
chance for them to link theory and practice. This represents the climax of this fruitful cooperation
and the oral presentations should offer an added value to the work presented in the written report –
while illustrating a process or raising further issues.
The topic of their dissertation is chosen either at the beginning of their contract or two to three months
in in order to have enough time to study and research it. It is written under academic supervision with
specific workshops throughout the year.
Depending on the degree of confidentiality of the dissertation, external company supervisors may be
invited to attend.
We aim at keeping an active professional network around and within the IUT so students can mingle
with professionals on a regular basis. In order to do so, we organize events throughout the year and
we host meetings and boards at our premises.
We are members of professional consortia and committees from our local area. We organize and host
boards or conferences so academics and professionals can socialise and start collaboration for
research or teaching. For instance, academic studies may be conducted in collaboration with
companies based on secondary data and this is a win-win situation for companies which can benefit
from studies they do not have the skills, resources or time to carry out.
Supervisors are invited to the graduation ceremony or to social events so as to meet academics or
other supervisors. This also provides them with the opportunity to recruit new graduates.
To summarise our global approach on professionalisation:
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Figure 3 : Teaching professional skills
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4. Case study 2: Specialised Bachelor’s Degree in Tourism – ULL, faculty of languages
This second case study serves to illustrate the process that the Faculty of Languages at the Université
Lumière in Lyon underwent to design and implement a new one-year undergraduate degree program
in tourism. This program welcomed its first students in September 2020. In this next part of the
presentation, we will explain why and how this tourism degree program was created at Université
Lumière. We will first discuss the context in which this project came to being, then provide an
overview of the different project phases, from the brainstorming to the implementation phase. Finally,
we will review the main difficulties and successes encountered during the first year of the program.
5.1 The Context
Before we develop on the creation of the new tourism degree program, we would like to briefly situate
the Faculty of Languages in the organization of Université Lumière. At our university, there are 14
faculties, one of which is the Faculty of Foreign Languages. Another is the Institute of Technology.
Each faculty at the university is led by a dean or a director who decides on the strategic path that his
or her faculty will take.
The idea for a new undergraduate program originally stemmed from a commitment by the Dean of
the Faculty of Foreign Languages in February 2019 to help her students be better prepared for the
professional workplace. Consequently, the Faculty of Languages decided to explore the possibility
of diversifying its degree programs, such as creating new Master’s business programs or a one-year
undergraduate degree program in tourism.
5.2 The Brainstorming Phase
One of the main issues on a new degree program was its financial viability. Already, that very same
year, the university was opening up a new training support center for new educational programs with
partner companies. With its resources committed to numerous such projects, the university could not
reasonably finance a new degree program. As for other new programs, both at the graduate and
undergraduate levels, it was important to seek out external resources. The most obvious resource
appeared to be companies in the community that would benefit from hiring our students.
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In France, there is a special work contract called the “alternance” system. This work-based program
enables companies to hire students easily. Further, these companies were not required to pay certain
taxes and fees to the government. These students are trained in the classroom as well as on the field.
In turn, companies pay the students’ registration fees and provide them with a monthly wage. This
type of work contract is advantageous both for students and for employers, not only financially, but
also in terms of training and experience. On the one hand, the employer trains the student according
to the company’s needs, and on the other hand, the student gains valuable experience all the while
obtaining a recognized diploma and a regular income.
Besides the financial viability of the degree program, other issues were raised during this
brainstorming phase. What type of program should be created? Who would design it? How should it
be designed? What geographic scope should it encompass? When should it be launched? To answer
these questions, we considered the interests of the possible stakeholders of this new program, that is,
those internal to the university (such as students, teachers and various committees) and those external
to the university (such as partner companies and political supporters in the region).
5.3 The First Pitch
The answers to these questions were the basis upon which the project would be developed. We had
to give a preliminary presentation to various Faculty Deans and Committees, as well as all the teachers
in the Faculty of Foreign Languages. This presentation served to obtain the approval of various
internal stakeholders. We considered this preliminary presentation to be akin to a practice pitch. We
needed to provide relevant arguments to convince my public that the tourism program would not only
be advantageous for our students and our Faculty of Languages, but also, that it would not turn out
to be a source of financial concern. I knew that a second pitch to the university would be necessary if
this first pitch was successful.
5.4 The Design Phase
Once the various stakeholders were convinced of the project, it was important to gather support from
other stakeholders at the university level and from actors external to the university. Consequently, we
needed to go on the field to meet companies, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Lyon and
regional delegates. As we were not expert in tourism, we sought advice from teachers from tourism
schools and from various professionals in the business. For instance, we attended trade shows to meet
tourist agents and representatives from the profession. We also sought help from the Technology
Institute at the university, as this Faculty has extensive experience in “alternance” work-based
contracts.
Thanks to the help and support from these professionals, we were able to refine the organizational
aspects of the program. This includes the pedagogical program itself and numerous administrative
issues. For instance, professionals in the field informed me that innovation would be important for
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tourism to develop in the future. As a result, there is a class on entrepreneurship and one on design
thinking in the program. Likewise, half of the teachers who teach in our tourism program today are
professionals that we met on the field during my research. We all meet regularly to discuss the
pertinence of each class and to propose changes in the content, if necessary. This is to ensure that the
program continuously adapts to the needs of the tourism industry.
5.5 The Second Pitch
The second presentation was the most important. We were to officially present the program before
the Commission of Education and of Student Life (DFVE), the members of which represent both
students and the university. This second pitch needed to demonstrate the program’s interest for the
university, for its students and for the community at large. The stakes were high, as this commission
would vote to validate or invalidate the new undergraduate tourism program that we had designed.
5.6 The Implementation Phase
As soon as the program was approved by the Commission of Education and of Student Life, it was
necessary to work on its implementation, as the Dean of the Faculty of Foreign Languages had set
the objective to open it in September 2020. Along with some support staff, we worked on a
communications campaign to attract students both from within and outside of the university. As
mentioned above, we ensured that the pedagogical program would be pertinent to partner companies
by inviting these companies to teach some of the classes. We also encouraged these professionals to
help me recruit new students. That first year alone, we received almost 200 applications for only 15
places. Ultimately, we decided to admit 30 students in view of the Covid health crisis.
Thanks to the advice that we received from numerous professionals, we were also careful to
implement measures that would help ensure the relevance and the viability of the program. For
instance, we sought to work hand-in-hand with the university training support center to follow up on
students with “alternance” work-based contracts. We also set up committees and student meetings to
regularly track their integration in the professional workplace. While these actions are indeed timeconsuming, they are essential in helping to keep the program on track.
5.7 The curriculum content
Figure. The curriculum content of the Specialised Bachelor’s Degree in Tourism (ULL)
Curriculum content –
Semester 1 – Hard skills
1.

Geography, Economie, sociology of tourism

17 hours

2.

Law of tourism

17 hours

3.

Societies, cultures and Institutions

51 hours

4.

Digital promotional communication

75 hours

5.

Languages

52 hours

6.

Professional skills

22 hours
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7.

Supervised Project

75 hours

8.

Internship

88 hours

Semester 2 – Operational skills
1.

Analysis of tourism markets

60 hours

2.

Marketing of tourism services

42 hours

3.

Sales and after-sales management

35 hours

4.

Innovations issues

17 hours

5.

English

49 hours

6.

Supervised Project

75 hours

7.

Internship

112 hours

5.8 Retrospection: One Year Later
One year after the program’s implementation, one can conclude that it is relatively successful, as all
students have either found work contracts or internships despite the global pandemic’s effects on the
tourism industry. Nonetheless, the year was quite a challenge due to several factors, notably: the
pandemic, limited funding by the university, difficulties for the university to logistically integrate a
work-based learning program, difficulties in working with the university’s new training support
center. As we work on the second year of this program, we are especially vigilant to respond to these
challenges and work regularly on limiting their effects. We also work on reinforcing the key success
factors that helped bring this program to life: strong support from the university, from businesses in
the tourism industry and from the community at large, as represented by political representatives in
the region. Thanks to this support, the new undergraduate degree program has not only opened new
possibilities for the Faculty of Foreign Languages but also for students from academic institutions
throughout France.
5. An example of pedagogical tool: the supervised projects at University
A supervised or tutored project also known as a project-based learning is a type of active pedagogy
that is strongly developing in all dual training courses. It allows the acquisition of transversal skills
requested by the professional world: teamwork, autonomy, empowerment, communication, project
management, etc.
The implementation of this type of pedagogy can raise a certain number of issues. The goal of the
following text is to provide some answers to organize and implement supervised projects.
5.1 Define: main characteristics of supervised projects
Supervised projects have the following specificities:
-

Students work as a team.

-

Students are directly involved (actor) in their learning.

-

There is no necessarily predetermined result.

-

The role of the teacher is to guide and not to direct.
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Supervised projects generate knowledge acquisitions through multiple interactions: between students
and teachers, between students of the group and with key persons outside the training. Examples of
such projects are organizing an event, conducting a survey, designing and producing a model,
producing of a thematic synthesis, etc.
There is a great diversity of projects. They can be classified according to three criteria, as follows.
5.1.1. Actors
Projects can be designed on behalf of an external sponsor, such as during internships, or with the help
of sponsors, or without calling on external actors.
5.1.2. Duration
Some only last a few months, others span over several semesters. The average cumulative time of
work of a supervised project is around 150 hours.
5.1.3 Transversality
Projects can relate to a single subject and possibly be organized within the teaching time of this
subject (for example a thematic dossier to be produced) or several subjects, the project then allows
working on multidisciplinarity.
5.2 Actors of a supervised project

5.2.1 Coordinators of supervised projects
Their main tasks are to :
-

Lead the team of tutors for the various projects.

-

Design the system of tutored projects.
Figure 4 Interaction between supervised projects and actors of supervised projects

-

Provide information on the operating rules and provide tools.

-

Compile the list of project subjects.

-

Organize defences and debriefing with tutors.
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It is important not to confuse the role of the project manager with that of the tutor’s: the project
manager must give the tutors their own role in supporting his group.
5.2.2 Tutors
Their main tasks are to:
-

Validate from the start the project proposal of the group of students, in particular its feasibility.

-

Direct students to resources.

-

Give advice in terms of organization.

-

Validate the distribution of tasks within the group and the planning.

-

Evaluate intermediate reports and final reports.

5.2.3 Students
Their main tasks are to:
-

Be actively involved in the project and work as a team.

-

Actively participate in working meetings and in carrying out tasks.

-

Give themselves the means to optimize the acquisition of professional know-how (hard skills)
and know-how-to-behave (soft-skills).

5.2.4 Resource persons
They are specialists in the concerned field who can provide:
-

Information on their field of professional activity.

-

Useful contacts for the project.

-

Material or financial resources.

Even in the case of simple projects such as the production of a briefing book, asking students to
interview a specialist in the subject helps to enrich the project.
5.2.5 Sponsors
These are companies, associations, institutions, or individuals who propose a project.
Their main tasks are to:
-

Develop a request: expectations, deadlines, provided means, expected outputs.

-

Play the role of a resource person for students.

-

Participate in the final evaluation of the project.

Note that not all projects call on an external sponsor.
Certain projects, especially events, can be sponsored by organizations (company, institution,
association). In this case, the project benefits from material and / or financial support and the sponsors,
in exchange, use the event as an advertising medium.
5.3 Contributions of a supervised project
Give meaning to learning:
-

Put into practice the theoretical knowledge acquired during courses.
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-

Make the link between different lessons.

Develop transversal skills:
-

Learn to work in a team.

-

Develop reactivity in the face of unforeseen events.

-

Develop autonomy and creativity.

These skills are at the heart of employers’ demands regardless of the sector of activity.
Encourage student engagement in their studies:
-

The commitment of the students as actors of a project allows to increase their intrinsic
motivation.

-

Completing a project helps build self-confidence and awareness of professional capacities.

-

The success of the project is a source of pride.

Create professional contacts:
-

They will be useful to students when looking for an internship.

-

They can also lead to interventions by professionals in training.

Allow a gain for the establishment:
-

On the business side, in terms of visibility.

-

On the student side, in terms of the attractiveness of the training.

5.4 Design supervised projects system
More particularly this concerns project managers and deals with all facets of the implementation of
supervised projects.
5.4.1 The project in training
Fostering links between the project and other training courses allows for mutual enrichment and
reinforces its coherence.
Here are some ideas for doing this:
-

Analyze the training program and identify potential links with the project.

-

Synchronize the lessons and the progress of the project.

-

Use the project as a source of work and evaluation for other courses (this also makes it possible
to reinforce the weight of the project in the diploma).

-

Involve teachers who are not involved in the projects in the defenses.

5.4.2 Choose the subjects
-

It is recommended to propose subjects which constitute a “reasonable challenge”, difficult
enough to create a challenge but within reach of success.

-

Ambitious subjects generate motivation and rich learning, but care must be taken to ensure
their feasibility to avoid situations of failure or downgrading.
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-

Leaving the choice of subject (possibly limited to a list) is a motivating and empowering factor
for the group.

5.4.3 Constitute groups
To constitute the group of tutors:
-

It should be based on volunteering.

-

Choose tutors according to the adequacy of their skills with the subjects.

-

Recognize the activity of tutors through hours included in their teaching workload.

The objective is to promote the motivation of tutors and the quality of the expertise.
To constitute groups of students:
-

Remain flexible on the size of the groups: this is not a central factor for the success of the
project.

-

Allow group changes in the event of serious interpersonal conflict; tutors will ensure the
transfer to another group.

-

Ensure that all students in a project belong to the same seminar groups to facilitate teamwork.

-

Consider the affinity of each student with the different subjects.

The objective is to put in place the conditions for good group dynamics.
5.4.4 Set the rules
Rules of work and organization with students
To ensure effective project management, a framework must be clearly laid down from the start by the
teaching team.
Reports
-

It is necessary to define their frequency, content, and assessment methods.

-

They can be collective and/or individual: individualizing part of the grade allows each
student's investment in the project to be maintained.

-

Asking students to submit the electronic version of their production allows them to capitalize
on the experience by creating a useful database for communicating about the training.

Appointments
-

Define the minimum frequency of meetings with tutors and with sponsors.

-

Ask that an agenda be set by the students for each meeting.

-

Each meeting must give rise to a report dated and signed by all participants.

The schedule of tasks
-

It specifies all the tasks to be carried out, the actors and the timetable.

-

It is proposed by the group of students at the start of the project and validated by their tutor.

-

It serves as a reference throughout the project, it makes it possible to follow the progress and
to ensure the participation of each actor.
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Special cases
-

Projects with sponsors must result in a project and partnership agreement signed by the
sponsor.

-

For projects with financial commitment it may be useful to ask the students:

-

Establish an authorization to incur project costs, signed by the tutor, in order to control
financial risks.

-

Have the financial discharge signed at the end of the project.

5.4.5 Assess
Define the evaluation methods
Assessment methods are a key factor in the tutor-student relationship and therefore deserve to be
considered in detail. Here are some suggestions:
-

Distribute the evaluations throughout the project (progress reports, monitoring of the schedule
of tasks, etc.).

-

Give the weight for the written and oral marks as well as for the follow-up mark assigned by
their tutor.

-

Determine the procedures for individualizing scores to limit the appearance of “stowaways”.

-

Define the precise content of all renderings.

-

Define the methods of the oral defense.

-

Clearly inform students about the evaluation criteria from the start of the project in order to
reassure them and guide their work.

Develop the marking scheme
This grid is constructed in line with the learning objectives and can provide for some degree of
individualization of the mark.
Determine the modalities of individualization of grades
Individualizing the notes is a delicate exercise given:
- The difficulty of knowing the volume of work carried out by each student in the group.
- The need not to generate conflicts in the group when the project is not finalized.
However, individualization is necessary to anticipate the training of “stowaways”. Here are some
examples of practices:
- Validate the distribution of tasks to ensure the balance of investments in the project.
- Take a review of the tasks performed by each person during meetings with the tutor.
- Provide a confidential individual sheet each time the group returns.
- Ask individual questions during oral defense.
- Ask the group for a self-assessment or peer-assessment.
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It should be noted that the last technique must not lead to the loss of responsibility of the teacher: it
remains, in fine, the one who decides on the grade of each student.
5.5 Practice tutoring
Primarily intended for tutors but can also be useful for students.
5.5.1 Manage conflicts
Sources of conflict
Teamwork automatically generates conflicts which can be beneficial or harmful to group dynamics
and learning:
- Beneficial conflicts can arise over the content of the project and at the time of trade-offs. They
are the sign of the students’ commitment to the project.
- Harmful conflicts can be of different kinds:
- Personality conflicts (the most difficult to resolve).
- Monopolization of the project by some students.
- Development of stowaway attitudes.
- Communication problems.
Sometimes it can be useful to schedule sessions to have students work on group dynamics.
Generic conflict handling
The educational system must allow conflicts to be identified as early as possible as well as their
treatment:
-

Tracking:

o Take advantage of the first progress report for early identification.
o Encourage students to express themselves on the dynamics of their group (an anonymous
individual questionnaire can be useful).
-

Processing:

o Initiate a meeting.
o Remember that one of the tutor’s roles is to ensure compliance with the operating rules.
o Objectify the discussions by taking review of the planning and distribution of tasks.
o Discussing the group’s operating methods: communication and decision-making methods.
o Make a date for a meeting soon after.
5.5.2 Manage “stowaways”
What is a “stowaway”?
It is a student who tries to benefit from collective work without contributing to it. It is one of the main
sources of conflict. We can identify different causes:
-

Dropout of the student in relation to the whole of the training.

-

Strategic calculation on the ratio of investment in the project/weight of the note;
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-

Dysfunctions within the group.

How to prevent the emergence of stowaways?
-

Raise awareness among students from the start of the project:
o Notion of conflict in groups.
o Stowaway problem.
-

Inform them specifically about:

o Volume of work to be provided.
o Modalities for individualizing the ratings.
-

Design the educational system (evaluation, group monitoring) to neutralize them.

5.5.3 Guiding without directing
The tutors must keep a distance from the students’ project in order to leave them the necessary space
to learn and take responsibility. For this, the tutors will ensure:
- To not take ownership of the project, leave creativity and realization to the students.
- Ensure the feasibility of the project.
- Help by proposing resources, leads, constructive comments, safeguards, methods of organizing
the group.
- Validate the distribution of tasks in order to be able to control the work of each person in the
project.
- Help the development of interpersonal skills: mutual respect, listening, knowing how to take
one’s place in a group.
- Fostering the creativity of the group: proposing the production of a logbook relating the life of
the project.
6. Conclusion
Five ideas are essential.
The first is that WBL is a process. This is a process that encompasses the entire preparation for a
professionalised degree. That is important to have it in mind, before everything else. This is not just
an activity in a moment, at the beginning, but at all time. It will stay a process over time. We have to
design this process.
Secondly: regulatory framework and curriculum are strongly linked. This is the same logic that will
be deployed at an institutional, legal, organizational level and at a pedagogical level. A same logic
has to be followed. And the actors have to think the relationships between the different levels. People
must not just design each level but must organize the relationships between the levels.
Thirdly: WBL concerns all actors and stakeholders. Not just few specialists in their corner. We listed
these actors and explained their different and complementary roles. And we saw that there are many
actors, not just the traditional teacher- student partnership. They are many more and they must be
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articulated. So people have to think this articulation. They cannot just design and indicate the roles
of each other, but organize the relationships and articulations between each actor and role.
Fourthly and consequently: Everyone has an active part to take in this process. The active
participation is absolutely necessary at each step of the curriculum design and its implementation.
Even after one or ten or twenty years after implementing this process, all the actors must continue
working together. People have to think how to make this possible. This is the articulation between
now and the future.
Fifthly and consequently: WBL needs tools. It needs specific tools, pedagogical and organizational
tools. They have to be created by the main users. This is the condition of a good appropriation. If they
have not been created by the actors, they will not be used, because they will not be understood.
Of course, after some time, the creators will change, this is the life of every institutions. So the
question is how to preserve the sense, the logic, and the practices of the whole process, when actors
are changing, and when new generations are coming. In order to do so, the conditions of transmission
of the whole process have to be designed too at the beginning so people have to think about it now.
6. Contributions
Contribution from University of Macedonia
In Greece, there are two types of VET programs:
1) The apprenticeship program: The EPAS (Apprenticeship Vocational Schools) apprenticeship
scheme, which takes place at upper secondary level (qualifications at NQF/EQF level 4), after the
end of compulsory education, and is offered mostly under the supervision of the Manpower
Employment Organization (OAED) of the Ministry of Labor (also is referred as OAED
apprenticeship). The post-secondary EPAL apprenticeship scheme (qualifications at NQF/EQF
level 5) that is offered by Vocational Senior High Schools (EPAL) under the supervision of
Ministry of Education (fully titled as ‘Post-secondary year-Apprenticeship class’). The postsecondary initial vocational training program/ apprenticeship (one semester, an alternative to the
most commonly used internships) provided by Institutes for Vocational Training (IEK).
2) The internship schemes at tertiary level (Universities) that are performed under the supervision
of Greek Universities.
According to the National Strategic Plan for VET and apprenticeships, there are general
guidelines/principles that the country has to follow in order to achieve VET programs objectives:


To regulate VET systems and monitor the implementation of the strategic goals of VET.



To reinforce and improve the social perception of VET.



To actively promote and enhance the existing apprenticeship program.



To strengthen the link among VET, the labor market and society.



To upgrade VET quality.
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To enhance VET effectiveness.



To enhance VET attractiveness.



To achieve and maintain a high standard in vocational training.



To ensure and deploy VET infrastructure in public schools.



To enhance permeability and cross-border mobility in VET.

Organization and Delivery of WBL in the University of Macedonia
The four Institutional Pillars of the Internship Program
The goals of the University of Macedonia’s internship program are the following:


to link theoretical and laboratory studies with their practical application in the workplace,



to inform students about new trends and emerging needs in the labor market, as well as specific
skills and competencies that employers require,



to create a stable channel of communication between the University and the labor market, in order
to facilitate their cooperation and strengthen in this way the vocational rehabilitation of graduates.

The goal setting of the internship program is developed according to the four institutional pillars that
compose the program.
1. The first pillar-part refers to the Internship Office (http://practice.uom.gr/). The aim of the
Internship Office is to consolidate and systematize the necessary communication of the
University with the labor market and social activity. The Internship Office undertakes the
institutional coordination and central support of the Act. The Internship Office strives to
continuously optimize the operating structures and procedures that follow, so that it responds
effectively to contemporary requirements and the important mission it is required
to accomplish. With the implementation of the Internship Program within the framework of
the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) 2014-2020, the University of
Macedonia is also extending, institutionalizing, and qualitatively upgrading the Internship as
part of the curricula, with the following interventions and innovative actions:
-

Establishment of a Scientific Coordinating Body, comprised of the University Scientific
Supervisor and the Scientific Supervisor of each Department, with the responsibility of
developing and approving the Annual Evaluation Report of the Scientific Supervisor of each
Department. It also oversees all activities associated with the University's Internship program.
It attracts host institutions for the Internship, whose business activities are relevant to the
studies of University of Macedonia’s students.

-

Employability: The Internship Program facilitates access to the labor market and, in many
cases, creates permanent jobs, which leads to employers hiring interns as permanent
employees after the Internship period is completed.
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2. The second institutional pillar is the Employment and Career Structure (DASTA Office)
(http://practice.uom.gr/). DASTA's main goal is to provide students with an organized
opportunity to become acquainted with the environment of their future professional activities
while also acquiring knowledge and skills that will allow them to take their place in the
professional arena. In this regard, DASTA is goal-oriented in order to ensure the smooth
operation of the program and the improvement of the way students enter the market.
Therefore, it aims at:
 Providing services that meet the agreed-upon requirements of University of Macedonia’s
students and graduates.
 Complying with current national and European legislation.
 Managing the personal data of the beneficiaries (students - graduates) and the collaborating
institutions, keeping and protecting the relevant files (electronic or not).
3. The Career Office (http://practice.uom.gr/) is the third institutional pillar. The Career Office
(CO) has been operating since 1994, focusing on providing immediate, accurate, and effective
services to University of Macedonia students and new graduates, assisting those who use its
services to manage their knowledge, experience, and skills, in order to achieve personal and
professional development. The CO offers the following services:
 individual study and career-related consultancy services,
 organizing events, disseminating information and networking/connecting with the labor
market,
 implementing group counselling and workshops for the development of social skills and the
enhancement of professional readiness of University students and graduates,
 posting announcements about its beneficiaries' academic and professional choices
(postgraduate programs, scholarships, competitions, job openings, job opportunities etc.)
 continuous communication and investigation of opportunities for University of Macedonia
graduates to collaborate, with scientific, academic and professional bodies, in Greek and
foreign companies.
4. The fourth institutional pillar refers to the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit
(http://practice.uom.gr/).
Entities that participate in the Internship Program
The University of Macedonia Internship Program is open to companies and broader public sector
entities whose activities are relevant to the fields of study of the Departments of the University.
An indicative list of the associated entities includes: Banks, Hotels, Chambers of Commerce,
Accounting Offices, Business Consultants, Development Agencies, Advertising Agencies,
Publishing Houses, Informatics Companies, Software Development and Marketing Companies,
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Trading Companies, Industries, Research Institutions, Non-Profit Organizations and Associations,
Public sector Entities, Local and Regional Authorities, Municipal Offices, Associations, Institutes,
Centers, Second Chance Schools, Special Education School Units, Departments of elementary
schools, Conservatories, Orchestras, Cultural Institutions (depending on the field of study of students
of each Department).
The University reserves the right to reject an entity’s demand for interns if it deems it inappropriate
to employ students.
Obligations of Host Entities
According to the Terms of Participation signed by all parties (the host entity, the student, and the
University), the host entity undertakes the obligation to:
1. place the student in an internship position consistent with the one declared in the Internship Office
upon expression of interest.
2. ensure workplace and assign tasks to interns at the very beginning of their internship.
3. complete, sign, and send all required documents (Confirmation of the Initiation of the Internship,
Terms of Participation, Evaluation Documents) to the Internship Office, in accordance with the
instructions and timelines which have been given by the staff of the Office.
4. determine the working hours up to 8, and the working days up to 5 (overtimes are not justified).
5. delegate to a member of the entity the supervision of the student. The supervisor will be
responsible for:


providing the intern with adequate information about his/her work area as well as the
regulations of the entity



monitor and guide the intern properly, devoting the appropriate time, particularly in the early
stages of his training



discuss and solve any problems that arise during the Internship, in cooperation with the
Academic Supervisor of the Intern or the staff of the Internship Office



complete with sufficient evidence the corresponding evaluation form at the end of the
Internship, which refers to the intern’s progress in relation to the tasks assigned to him/her,
his/her responsibility, adaptability, collaboration with other staff, development of initiatives,
and his/her overall presence in the workplace.

6. facilitate the students’ studies, allowing them to make use of 1 day leave for each full month of
employment, or educational leave (up to 5 days) in the examination period or for other serious
reasons, without changing the amount of their payment.
The number of interns occupied by the host entities is in any case proportional to their permanent
staff. Entities that do not comply with the terms of participation that they sign lose the right to
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participate in the University of Macedonia Internship Program and the internship being implemented
is immediately stopped.
Interns can stop their internship within the first ten days of its initiation if they are occupied in tasks
that are completely different from those originally declared by the entity upon its expression of
interest to the Internship Office.
The host entity may request the intern's replacement within the first 10 days of the internship's start
date, but only for serious reasons and after submitting a written request to the University's Internship
Office, justifying the request adequately.
Academic Supervisors
The Academic Supervisor is responsible for the student’s guidance throughout the course of his/her
internship. He/she must be available to offer his/her help to the student, monitor closely the internship
and regularly ensure its proper course.
At the beginning of the Internship, Academic Supervisors are informed by the University of
Macedonia Internship Office for the contact details of the students they supervise and the host entity,
as well as the pre-agreed with the host entity tasks that the intern will perform and the pre-agreed
working hours.
During the internship, the Academic Supervisor must


closely monitor the student's Internship and be present upon his/her request,



communicate regularly with the intern and the host entity and be informed of the tasks the intern
performs, the working conditions, the course of the internship and any problems that arise. If the
supervisor wishes, he/she can visit the intern at his/her workplace in order to confirm all the
aforementioned. If the student is employed outside Thessaloniki, travel expenses are covered by
the Program.



Should any problem be reported by either the student or the host entity, the Supervisor should
take immediate action to solve it, in collaboration with the Scientifically Responsible Academic
for the Department and the Internship Office.

At the end of the internship, the academic supervisor must:


hold a meeting with the intern to discuss with him in detail the experience of the internship,



contact the host entity to get informed about the course of the student's internship,



complete in detail the Academic Supervisor’s Evaluation Form mentioning the exact tasks that
the intern performed, their relevance to the agreed with the Internship Office tasks and the field
of study, any initiatives undertaken by the intern, any achievements he/she made, as well as
comments of the host entity ‘s representatives. Comments regarding the student’s satisfaction
from his/her internship, any problems he/she encountered, and the actions taken to solve them,
are deemed necessary. Inadequate responses are rejected.
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In any case, the evaluation form must reach the Internship Office no later than 15 days after the
completion of the Internship. Otherwise, problems arise with the intern’s and the supervisor’s
payments.
Participation Process
The National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) Program
The internship program has the following stages:
Stage 1 Requests for participation in an internship cycle are submitted by students after receiving
notification from the Internship Office on specific dates, at least one month before the start
of each cycle.
Stage 2 If student requests outnumber internship vacancies, placements are made based on each
applicant's average academic score and semester of study.
Stage 3 Following the completion of students' applications, a list of the associated entities is
generated, along with the internship opportunities they provide. Under the supervision of the
Internship Office, students select the entities they wish to occupy and address them for the
selection process. When the recruitment is complete, the entity should notify the Internship
Office so that the necessary documents for the internship can be prepared and sent.
Stage 4 All students enrolled in the Program are required to attend an information session before the
start of the cycle.
Stage 5 A faculty member is assigned as the Academic Supervisor of each student’s internship.
Stage 6 Upon completion of the internship, all interns must submit an Assessment Report for their
Internship, along with the host entity's and the Academic Supervisor's Evaluation Forms.
In all cases, internships start within the first week of each month.
The Donations Program
The internship program has the following stages:
Stage 1 Students who are interested in the internship positions announced by the University of
Macedonia Internship Office, must contact the Office to submit a request.
Stage 2 After receiving from the Internship Office the contact information of the entity offering the
internship, students address the entity for the selection process.
Stage 3 When the recruitment is complete, both the entity and the student should notify the
Internship Office so that the documents needed to begin the internship can be prepared and
sent.
Stage 4 A faculty member is assigned as an Academic Supervisor of each student’s internship.
Stage 5 All interns must submit an Assessment Report for their Internship upon completion of the
internship.
In all cases, internships start within the first week of each month.
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Contribution from HWR Berlin
The organisation and implementation of dual studies in Germany requires the legal regulations and
governance framework discussed in Module 1 of the MONGWBL Project. The HWR Berlin offers
dual study programmes according to the practice-integrated study model. This study model is closest
to the idea of WBL in Mongolia. The students should gain practical business experience through
alternating work in the company and, in addition to the professional and methodological
competences, acquire the operational and social competences required in future working life. The
practical work in the company strengthens the students' success in their studies and their
employability and leads to a seamless transition into the labour market after graduation. Relevant
criteria of the practice-integrated dual study model are:


6 or 7 semesters to Bachelor's degree



one academic study term and one WBL term in each semester



Examination-relevant transfer modules in the curriculum



Training plan for the WBL terms as one part of the curriculum

The dual degree programmes at the HWR Berlin are pooled at one faculty. This has the advantage of
a uniform approach to the organisation and introduction of the dual degree programmes at faculty
level. The organisational structure is adapted to the cooperation with the partner companies. In the
following, Mongolian partners will be given an insight into the various aspects of the development
and implementation of the dual degree programmes:


Preparation process for a new dual study programme.



Development of the dual curriculum.



Structure of organisation.



Time scheduling.



Preparation of a new academic year.



Organisation of academic periods at university.



Organisation of WBL periods in the company.

Preparation process for a new dual study programme
The development of a new study programme must be based on a needs analysis. An essential part of
the needs analysis is the demand from companies for specialists in the profession being trained. This
demand is determined through surveys of the companies already participating in the dual study
programme. Since HWR Berlin cooperates with about 700 companies, any needs that arise are
significantly identified. In addition, there may be enquiries from regional organisations and industry
representatives.
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If there is a proven need, the development of the curriculum begins in consultation with dual
committees, at HWR Berlin the dual commission. Parallel to this, the processes of financing, building
resources and recruiting companies for the WBL periods must begin.
Cooperation of a company with a university offering dual studies begins with the company that needs
to recruit and train young junior staff and is convinced of dual studies as a suitable form of training.
Creating this conviction and providing information about suitable dual study providers is not easy,
especially in the phase of setting up new dual study programmes. The increasing demand for
academically well-trained workers and the availability of suitable dual study programmes with
enough places alone do not guarantee success in the long run. Universities and companies must be
brought together, and young people should want to take up dual studies. To achieve this balance, farreaching support is needed from:


the universities and relevant ministries providing information about dual study programmes
through all possible channels, e.g., press, media, trade fairs, information events.



comprehensive information of companies by regional employers' associations, chambers of
industry and commerce and professional associations.



promotion by social organisations, e.g. in Germany by the Stifterverband;



various offices, organisations and centres for career guidance and vocational counselling, e.g.,
in Germany the career guidance centres at the employment agencies and the BIBB Federal
Institute for Vocational Education and Training.

A study programme can only start once these processes have been successfully completed and the
study programme has been officially accredited. The accreditation process verifies compliance with
the Bologna guidelines. In addition to academic excellence, the provision of necessary resources at
the university and at partner companies is an important point of accreditation. An intake capacity of
at least one group of 30 students must be guaranteed over several years.
The preparatory phase can only be successfully completed if a coordinator is responsible for carrying
out the needs analysis, for contacting potential practice partners and steering the curriculum design.
From an academic point of view, this should be a university professor with relevant professional
expertise.
Curriculum design
A dual study programme and its curriculum are subject to the same quality requirements as a purely
university-based study programme. In addition to the subject-specific study objectives, a dual
curriculum includes a clear commitment to ensuring employability. The practical modules offered for
this purpose in addition to the subject modules are to be included in quality assurance as all other
study programmes. These modules are carried out at the learning location of practice, i.e. in WBL
periods in companies, individually and certainly with different contents and tasks. Each practical
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module pursues a learning objective and is intended to achieve certain competences (learning
outcomes). It is therefore not just a matter of getting a taste of practice, but of actively engaging in
the practical environment while applying specialist knowledge already acquired in present studies.
Thus, the WBL modules lead to the development of student's competence profile and consequently
are examined and awarded ECTS credits. Ideally, practical modules should enable a transfer of
knowledge from theory to practice. For this reason, the practice modules are often also referred to as
practice transfer modules, which conclude with a practice transfer examination.
In addition to the transfer of acquired theoretical knowledge into practice, there should also be a
transfer of experience and knowledge from practice into subsequent modules of academic study
(theory modules). Students are reporting that practical experience and project responsibility have
helped them to understand module knowledge acquired at university more easily and to develop it
more quickly. Demanding and challenging practical assignments strengthen motivation, engagement
and success-oriented learning in the study process. Feedback discussions in companies are usually
not an obligatory part of a practical transfer module. However, they contribute to theory-practicetheory transfer. Practice transfer examinations are often written academic papers on a specific topic
developed during the practice period, which are supervised both academically by lecturers and by
representatives of the company. In a bachelor’s degree programme, the thesis is written during a final
practical period. In addition to the university lecturers, representatives from practice can also take
part in the assessment.
Within the curriculum, target competences (learning outcomes) are defined for the individual
modules. There is a clear division of the target competences to be strengthened between the theory
modules (classroom) and the practice transfer modules(workplace).
Classroom modules have the focus on


Subject competencies



methodological competences



scientific work competence.

Practice transfer modules set focus on


Social skills



Self-management competences



Operational competences.

The competence objectives of the modules have an impact on the structure of the curriculum. In the
attached curriculum of the dual bachelor’s degree programme in international tourism management,
a practical transfer module can be identified in each semester, which is studied during the practical
period at the company.
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Subject-related contents are described for each practical transfer module in a separate document, the
Standard Training Plan. The standard training plan is part of the description of the study programme.
It is the basic document for the companies. Partner companies are obliged to adhere to it and finetune specific contents with the responsible university representative. It is like the content framework
for the individual design of internships in companies.
Optional forms of examination for practical transfer achievements can be oral transfer examinations
(examination discussions with subject representatives from professional practice) or written papers
in which a subject-related problem from the internship is analysed using scientific methods.
Depending on the subject, learning portfolio examinations can provide evidence of competence
progress during the practical period. Supervision and assessment of study/examination achievements
in WBL periods should consequently be carried out by academic teaching staff; company supervisors
should be involved.
Curriculum of the dual study programme "International Tourism Management"
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Structure of organisation
Dual study programmes at HWR Berlin have special framework conditions that are conducive or
even necessary for a dual study programme. In contrast to traditional university studies, dual study
programmes are characterised by following framework conditions:


Planning of courses, flexible timetable.



Courses in small groups, compulsory attendance.



Interactive teaching of course content, modern didactic teaching concepts.



Programme Director.

Due to the tight schedule of dual bachelor’s degree programmes and a tendency towards shorter
semesters, courses are scheduled in study groups on weekdays for academic periods. Timetables are
tightly organised and planned around any holidays. Courses that are cancelled are made up promptly.
From the beginning of their studies, students are divided into study groups of 25 - 30 students. These
groups last throughout the entire course of study. Study groups create close contact and exchange of
ideas among students. Students find support in their group. Compulsory attendance of students
guarantees a uniformly high level of attention and participation of everyone in the courses. Mutual
exchange about study topics and practical experiences strengthens the students' self-confidence. In
individually composed learning groups, students can contribute their strengths and benefit from each
other.
Teaching is always in seminar form, which means that the lecturer decides on form and content of
teaching within 1.5-hour blocks. Interactive teaching formats are dominating.
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The Programme Director is a central figure in the organisation of a dual study programme. He is a
manager, controller, central contact person and programme developer at the same time. A professor
is appointed for this position.
Tasks of the Programme Director are
•

Management of the programme and further development of the programme,

•

Conflict management,

•

planning of external lecturers,

•

Contact initiation and maintenance of partner enterprises and partner organisations,

•

Suitability testing and quality management of practice partners

•

Coordination of transfer module content with practice partners,

•

Monitoring contacts and discussing necessary programme innovations with practice partners.

Considering the dual interlocking instruments, supervision efforts in dual studies are higher than in
full-time studies. A smooth course of study can hardly be established without coordination regarding
organisational aspects. For this reason, administration of dual study programmes is mostly
decentralised. At dual universities, HWR Berlin and the University of Cooperative Education Saxony,
an administration model has proven successful in which the complete supervision of students for each
study programme is carried out by a separate office, the study programme or specialisation office.
This office is leaded by a Programme Director, usually a professor responsible for subject-related
questions and contacts with the participating companies. An Office Assistant takes on administrative
tasks from enrolment to examination, practical organisation and maintaining contacts with
participating companies to issuing certificates. This decentralised study organisation has an advantage
for students and practice partners as a single point of contact for questions related to the dual study
programme. The appointment of professors as programme and subject directors ensures that the
university and the company can meet eye-to-eye. The university appoints a professor who is closely
connected to practice, who stands for the image of the dual study programme and wins new partners
through his or her contacts. Appointing an experienced university lecturer to the position of subject
leader ensures both academic quality and social recognition of the dual study programme.
Time scheduling
There is a wide range of time models for mapping the temporal interlocking of academic and WBL
components in practice-integrated dual study programmes. They vary between a block time model
and weekly time model. The most common variant of the block time alternates academic and WBL
periods in the study timetable in a 12-week rhythm. The weekly model provides for a continuous
change of learning locations in each study week, such as Mondays to Wednesdays at university and
Thursdays and Fridays in the company. There are also mixed forms of weekly and block time models.
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In the case of the latter, it is essential to check whether ability for studying and academic standards
are guaranteed.
The block time model used at HWR Berlin is characterised by clearly defined and delimited blocks
of time at university and in partner companies that students can adjust to. Lecture-free periods
provided for in full-time study are omitted. Instead, legally prescribed holidays or holidays regulated
by collective agreements must be granted during WBL periods. The modules included in the
curriculum are usually completed either entirely in an academic time block (learning period at
university) or in a practice time block (WBL period). There is no time overlap or surplus. The tasks
and responsibilities are clearly regulated. During a study phase at the university, the student is
released from company projects and can concentrate fully on their studies. Conversely, there are no
exams or seminars during WBL periods for which preparation and attendance at university would be
necessary. Clear division and administrative separation are decisive advantages of the block time
model.
Scheduling by block time model at HWR Berlin

Preparation of a new academic year
The university planning department makes a defined number of dual study places available each year.
These study places are distributed to the participating partner companies about 1.5 years before start
of studies. Each company can register their needed study places from this point on.
Study applicants apply directly to a partner company.
Companies usually take over the selection of suitable students themselves. They conduct selection
procedures like those for apprentices or employees with interviews or assessment centres. In addition
to school grades, companies usually gain an insight into the applicants' social skills such as
commitment, independence, flexibility and willingness to learn. They also check whether the
applicant fits in with the company and ideas about his or her own career prospects.
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The partner company offers their selected applicants an Apprenticeship contract for the dual study
programme. Typical components of this contract between company and student are:


Contract duration with rules in the case of a necessary extension of studies.



probationary period.



Place of work, working hours during WBL phases of studies and holiday entitlement.



Remuneration and other benefits.



Contractual obligations of the company.



Contractual obligations of the student.



Termination regulations, binding clause if applicable.

To create uniform framework conditions, higher education institutions provide sample contracts to
be applied. The apprenticeship contract and the university entrance certificate are given to the higher
education institution for enrolment. The professional selection of first-year students, the high level of
student commitment and, finally, the study success (greater than 80%) justify the universities' trust
in good student selection by companies. Only in rare cases the university will refuse enrolment.
Critical cases will be discussed between the responsible programme director at the university and the
person responsible for training in the company prior to conclusion of the study contract.
The admission process ends at the latest one month before start of the programme, and when the
enrolment documents are handed over by the study programme office at HWR Berlin.
Organisation of phases at the university
As stated earlier, each semester at the university is planned precisely for each study group. The
timetable is created with a resource planning tool and made available to students online. Necessary
changes are posted online promptly.
Within the semesters at university, the dual study office is the central organisational point.
University teachers must fulfil the requirements laid down in the Higher Education Act. Appointed
professors must prove their academic qualifications through a doctorate appropriate to the desired
subject and their research experience. In addition, proof must be made of practical experience in
appropriate responsible positions outside the higher education sector of at least three years.
Furthermore, teaching experience at university level should already be available. These criteria are
applied in the appointment procedure and the applicant is required to teach a course in a dual study
programme. During the personal presentation, the appointment committee wants to know whether
the applicant can successfully work on a given academic topic in interaction with a group of students.
The last is the decisive factor for proposing the applicant to the university committees and for final
decision by the responsible ministry.
University teachers therefore have profound academic and practical experience and special skills in
communicating and interacting with students. At least 60% of the teachers must be university
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professors. This quota may seem a little low, but it was set in Germany for dual study programme to
allow inclusion of special expertise from external lecturers, especially from professional practice.
These lecturers have a university degree and usually also teaching experience. A high academic
standard of teaching is also ensured by research obligations for professors, who also can obtain a
(lecture-free) research semester after every 6 semesters. Current results, especially in applied
research, are deliberately incorporated into the courses.
A teacher in dual university studies is specially challenged by communicating and linking results and
experiences from theory and practice to make the practical relevance of obtained knowledge clear to
students. From the beginning of their studies, dual students can reflect on theoretical content against
the background of practical experience and demand this linkage in academic lectures.
Organisation of WBL periods in companies
Planning and implementation of WBL periods are carried out by the partner companies. In each WBL
period, dual students are directly involved in the work processes of the company
Guidelines for WBL periods provide partner companies with instructions for implementation of
WBL, i.e., https://www.dhbwstuttgart.de/fileadmin/dateien/DHBW/DHBW_Leitlinien_Praxisphasen.pdf
The challenges for a partner company in organising the WBL periods are:


Planning of different assignments in each WBL period for each student



Coordination of each assignment,



Designation and guidance of practice supervisors



Feedback on student's performance



Communication of the person responsible for the dual study programme in the company with
the subject leader, especially about contents of transfer modules and transfer examinations.

In addition to the transfer of acquired theoretical knowledge into practice, intensive supervision in
the company is supporting the transfer of experience and knowledge from practice into subsequent
modules of the academic studies (theory modules).
For dual students not all of the time they spend in the company is important for his or her studies.
The planned assignments and projects also serve to familiarise the student with real company
processes and projects. The student should actively participate in value creation and integrate into the
company at an early stage. Therefore, the organisation of the practical assignments in the partner
companies is carried out at a high level. The companies set high expectations for their students and
usually give job offers to them. About 80% of the graduates are taken on immediately after graduation
or start their professional career in another company. The remaining 20% of graduates usually start a
Master's programme.
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1. Introduction
This paper aims to analyze the main mechanisms for financing work-based learning (WBL).
Its purpose is to provide proposals and recommendations to national decision-makers and authorities
in Mongolia for the design and development of the National Strategy considering work-based
learning in higher education institutions (NSD-WBLM).
As such, the paper draws upon the experience of European partners (one university each from
Germany, Greece and Romania). Parts of the knowledge transfer process between European and
Mongolian partners takes place via the online seminars and the workshops organized throughout the
project and the ongoing discussions and debates among partners.
The main aspects derived from the exchange of information and good practices during the
project are synthesized in this paper on financing WBL. As the Transilvania University of Brasov,
Romania (UNITBV) has been chosen to lead this module, the largest part of the paper comprises the
structure, experience, and characteristics of financing WBL in Romania. This knowledge is further
completed by models of WBL financing in Germany and at HWR Berlin, as well as in Greece and in
the University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki.
Building on the present knowledge, the Mongolian partners should be able to consider,
evaluate and adopt the structure and model of WBL financing that best suits their institutional needs.
This material serves as a starting point at a preparatory stage, together with the fact-finding analysis
undertaken in Mongolia to evaluate the current situation. However, the implementation of the
ultimate WBL financing model will depend on the wisdom and capability of the Mongolian
policymakers involved in the field of higher education, with the final aim of improving the
employability of graduates from Mongolian universities.
Other important topics related to WBL refer to “Policy, forms and regulation of WBL”
(Module 1), “Organisation of WBL” (Module 2), and “Quality Assurance of WBL” (Module 4).
These topics which complement the material on “Financing of WBL” are addressed in separate
papers, according to the Toolkit for Apprenticeship in Higher Education developed inside the
MONGWBL project.
The purpose of this paper is to outline the main mechanisms, incentives and relationships
between the parties involved in financing WBL. It also tries to assess the main costs and benefits of
this process, and highlight the role and responsibility played by stakeholders. The paper comprises
guidelines, examples, recommendations and various assignments related to the financing of WBL, to
serve as a toolkit for policymakers and university staff. This type of information should provide for
a useful basis for Mongolian partners to build up their own model of financing WBL in the field of
higher education.
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The paper has two objectives. The first one is to illustrate in a synthesized way how the
mechanism of financing WBL works, together with the costs and benefits it entails for the players
involved in the process. This is in an important piece of information for the Mongolian partners, to
gather in-depth knowledge about the subject, in their quest of designing a National Strategy for WBL
in higher education. The roles and responsibilities of the most important institutions that take part in
WBL need to be considered, assessed, and critically evaluated.
The second objective is to bring forward real-life examples from countries in Europe of how
the financing of WBL is implemented in a practical way, with a focus on the modalities and tools
employed at different stages. The examples are developed for policymakers and university staff. The
underlying reason for this objective is to shed light on the potential challenges Mongolian partners
may face during the design and development of the National Strategy for WBL in higher education,
from a financial perspective. The material entails some valuable alternatives available to Mongolian
partners, to effectively implement and manage the desired model of financing WBL in higher
education.
This document is structured as follows: the first section introduces the outcomes for scholars
and learners. The next section outlines the essential characteristics of the financing mechanism of
WBL, including the main costs and benefits associated with this type of practical learning. The most
important players in the process of WBL and the way they share their responsibilities, are also
described, and analyzed. The fourth section contains the set of practical tools involved in the financing
of WBL in Romania, complete with current examples and figures of the working of this mechanism.
The particular cases of HWR Berlin in Germany and the University of Macedonia in Thessaloniki,
Greece, are presented next. Embedding new knowledge is done through practical application. As
such, the last section proposes two assignments, by which the scholars and learners who have taken
this module may apply the principles of financing WBL. Subsequently, the university staff may
measure and examine in which ways this new knowledge can be inserted into a functional, customized
model of financing WBL of higher education in Mongolia. Some references are listed as useful
material for additional learning.
2. Learning Outcomes
After taking this module, participants and interested parties in the process of implementing
WBL in higher education should:


understand how the financing of WBL works;



assess the main incentives that can be granted for learners and companies;



be able to apply the knowledge gathered on a specific, real-life case example.
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3. Financing mechanism for WBL
3.1. Costs of apprenticeship
Work-based learning (WBL) is considered a win-win strategy for the economy and society,
as both individuals, employers and society can benefit from the results of this kind of learning (IAGTVET, 2017):
Individuals
• Improved employability
• Faster school-to-work transition
• Personal and professional development
• Better access to jobs
Employers
• Higher productivity
• Technical and job-specific skills
• Growth
• Efficient recruitment
• Social engagement and workplace diversity
Society
• Better human and social capital
• Economic development
• Employment of less advantaged groups
According to the recommendation from 2018 of The Council of the European Union
suggested to the EU member states, a framework for the organization of WBL schemes should be
established. Among the characteristics of this framework the recommendation mentioned (Official
Journal of EU, 2018):
The existence of a regulatory framework. A clear and consistent regulatory framework
should be in place based on a fair and equitable partnership approach, including a structured and
transparent dialogue among all relevant stakeholders. This may include accreditation procedures for
companies and workplaces that offer apprenticeships and/or other quality assurance measures.
Involvement of social partners. Social partners, including, where relevant, at sectoral level
and/or intermediary bodies, should be involved in the design, governance, and implementation of
apprenticeship schemes, in line with national industrial relations systems and education and training
practices.
Support for companies. Financial and/or non-financial support should be envisaged,
particularly for micro-, small, and medium-sized companies, enabling cost-effective apprenticeships
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for companies, taking into account, when appropriate, cost-sharing arrangements between employers
and public authorities.
Apprentice payment. The apprentice should be paid or otherwise compensated for the workbased component.
According to the above-mentioned requirements, the financing of the WBL schemes become
very important. There is no unique policy set for WBL financing as companies and institutions alike
approach these programmes differently: some make plentiful resources available for teaching, while
others may choose to offer incentives in order to stimulate the workflow.
Irrespective of the way of financing the WBL, the involvement of various stakeholders is
crucial and a fair distribution of costs and benefits between these ones is very important for the
success of the WBL scheme (Kuczera, 2017). According to an OECD study of costs involved by the
apprenticeships, all stakeholders should obtain benefits in order to make the WBL attractive to all
parties, but mainly for employers and apprentices themselves. In this respect, they need to (Kuczera,
2017):
A. Establish apprentice wages that are low enough to encourage companies to offer
apprenticeships, but high enough to attract good quality apprentices. Apprentice wages should take
account of wages of skilled and unskilled employees and the characteristics of the apprentice
population (such as age, relevant work experience).
B. Define and apply relevant quality assurance tools to cover both off-the-job and on-the-job
education and training to ensure that apprentices develop a full range of generic and occupational
skills during the programme.
C. Ensure that the time spent in work placements is sufficient to allow employers to recoup
their initial investment in apprentice training, without compromising the attractiveness of
apprenticeship to apprentices – work placements that are too long impose an additional opportunity
cost on apprentices through foregone earnings.
In the literature there are identified a range of costs associated with the apprenticeships. The
most important cost components are the wages of the apprentices and staff involved in training.
Additional costs are added by some materials used, administrative costs etc. (Hauschildt, 2018)
Table 1. Cost factors of in-company training at company level
1. Training allowances of a trainee/apprentice (plus social security benefits, non-wage labour costs, and
bonus payments, where relevant)
2. Trainers wages (up to 100%, if employed as full-time trainers, but always as a share of them, if only
employed as a part-time trainer or supervisor who is otherwise working on his regular job orders)
3. Administration costs (i.e. for personnel administering apprenticeship training, accountancy, and others)
4. Learning / teaching material (also maintenance of/write downs (depreciation) for machines)
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5. Working clothes (professional and protective clothing or uniforms), where relevant
6. Rent (for training rooms), where relevant
7. Fees for external training courses, where relevant
8. Fees for exams, where relevant
9. Other, for example travels or costs that occur in a specific VET system environment
10.Pre- and further “initial” training costs: recruitment for setting up training opportunities

Source: Hauschildt, 2018
Other studies reveal that a common feature of most apprenticeship programmes is the lower
cost of labour compared to the hiring of a regular employee. Normally meant to encourage
participation of the employers and to compensate them for the cost of on-the-job training, low labour
costs are sometimes achieved by paying apprentices very little which may discourage youth from
taking part in the programmes. Quality apprenticeship programmes should thus involve an equitable
sharing of costs among employers, the public authorities, and apprentices (OECD, 2014).
WBL produces for companies not only costs but also some benefits. For this reason, the
Return on Investment (ROI) is important for a company taking into account the benefits obtained
from WBL and the costs of this process (Hauschildt, 2018).
The benefits may include (Kuczera, 2017):


The productive contribution of apprentices to the employer during their period of
apprenticeship.



Recruitment of the most productive apprentice graduates as valued employees generates
benefits after the end of the apprentice period (long-term benefits).



Employers offering apprenticeships enhance their reputation as they may be seen as
contributing to the common good. This may indirectly increase profits if companies seen
as socially responsible are more likely to sell their products and services (however these
benefits are difficult to measure).
Over the years, the benefit-cost model or ROI has become an internationally used concept to

assess the impact of apprenticeships. It is based on a standard benefit-cost analysis for a single firm
that hires apprentices. The benefit-cost model attempts to accurately capture the variety of monetary
costs and benefits associated with apprenticeship training in specific sectors and industries. The
methodology is used in Germany, Switzerland, New Zealand, Australia, and the United States to
name a few (ILO, 2014).
ROI analysis seeks to answer the question: “For each dollar spent on apprenticeships, how
many dollars are returned to the investor—the employer, the trainee, the government programme, the
union, or whoever paid for apprenticeships?” Calculated as a percentage, ROI enables you to identify
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the return on apprenticeship investment and provide concrete answer to the question “Why should I
hire apprentices?” (ILO, 2014). ILO also proposes a methodology in 3 steps for calculating the ROI:
Step 1: Identifying the Training Costs of an Apprentice:
Assess the cost of supervision from training/first line managers, and supervisors (measured
by how much time they spend training multiplied by wage); assess the other costs of training (such
as training materials, recruitment costs).
Step 2: Assessing quantitative benefits of Apprenticeships:
The productive contribution of the apprentice is calculated over the entire training period.
This is measured by the proportion of the fully experienced worker’s job the trainee can contribute in
each year of the Apprenticeship. Usually, people use the charge out rate of a skilled and experienced
employee as a reference.
Step 3: Establishing measurable Returns from Investments (ROI):
ROI can be calculated in two ways, by a benefit to cost ratio or as a net benefit received during
the training period.
In the cited reference, ILO included some forms that can be used to assess the costs and
benefits of the apprenticeship (ILO, 2014).
3.2. Mechanisms of sharing costs and benefits among main actors
The main ways of financing the WBL are detailed in a document issued by the European
Training Foundation (ETF, 2018):


Financing through training taxes or levies and training funds



Tax expenditures



Direct grants and subsidies for companies



Pooling resources between firms



Financing mechanisms that target individuals



Financing the school-based component of programmes.
Financing through training taxes or levies and training funds
Training taxes or levies can be used to increase the incentives for companies to train. They

are usually schemes by which companies can reduce their tax obligations through the amount of
training that they provide or purchase.
Tax expenditures
These are government incentives that can reduce either the tax base or the tax due. They
include tax allowances (deductions from the gross income to arrive at the taxable income); tax
exemptions (some particular income is exempted from the tax base); tax credits (sums deducted from
the tax due); tax relief (some classes of taxpayers or activities benefit from lower rates); and tax
deferrals (postponement of tax payments).
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Direct grants and subsidies for companies
Grants or subsidies may come from standard government revenue or from designated training
fund. These ones provide firms with an incentive to hire apprentices and trainees from particular
groups or with particular characteristics.
Pooling resources between firms
Small firms may lack skills in how to train in the workplace, and the time or expertise to select
apprentices or trainees properly. And the nature of their production processes may not allow them to
deliver all the skills contained in a training plan. These are arguments in favour of mechanisms that
allow smaller firms to pool resources, including subsidies.
Financing mechanisms that target individuals
Payments by and to individuals, which can include loans, including interest-free and deferred
loans; grants; scholarships; and vouchers.
Financing the school-based component of programmes
These finances can come from various sources like National ministries, Regional
governments, Grants from national government, Sectoral Employer contributions, Voluntary
donations, Student fees, Donor assistance.

Figure 1. The financing process
(Source: ETF, 2018)
According to ETF (2018) a well-designed financing could offer: increased access and
participation; helps resources go further; fairer cost sharing: employers, individuals, governments;
better quality programmes; better steering and management of the system.
The arguments for work-based learning focus either on its claimed ability to improve the
employability of graduates or on national economic competitiveness. Several reviews have
recommended that graduates should possess a better developed set of generic skills for the workplace
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skills such as group work, time management, problem solving and oral communication skills (Clark,
1998).
Internationally, using the workplace as a site of learning has been an accepted route for workbased and work-integrated studies in Australia and Europe; work-based applications have been used
to induce European lifelong learning and are a part of the vision for Europe (EC, 2015) including the
inclusion of less traditional adult learners within higher education (Eur-lex, 2011).
If work-based learning is difficult to set up on practical grounds, academic staff needs a simple
structure which they can use to assess a priori the likely effectiveness of any specific current or
proposed scheme for WBL. This structure should allow them to come to a judgment on whether the
effort required to set up it. However, it is helpful to propose a simple classification of the plethora of
types of WBL, based around five key dimensions which describe how it works, who benefits and by
how much (Clark, 1998).
(1) Location whether the link takes place at the university (the employer comes to the
students) or it takes place at the employer’s place of business. The former is the easier and less
disruptive to organize, the latter has the potential to be more effective since the students experience
the employer’ s activities at first hand.
(2) Employer involvement the extent to which the employer is involved in planning and
delivering the joint activities. Current practice ranges from the superficial through to the employer
being in charge of the student. The more involved the employer is, the greater the potential for
significant change in the curriculum and/or teaching methods.
(3) Intensity of contact the extent (i.e. length and intensity) of contact between the students
and employer. Is this a brief one-off contact (e.g. a guest speaker) or is it a continuing relationship
where the employer acts as trainer, facilitator, mentor and/or assessor alongside the tutor? The more
intense the contact, the more effective WBL is likely to be.
(4) Compulsory or optional whether the work-based learning is central to the whole degree
and compulsory for all students or is confined to one specialist part of it (a single option, for example,
whose participants might be a self-selected group of students). The latter is clearly the easier to
organize; the former might be what should happen if WBL is genuinely seen as an important part of
higher education.
(5) Range of skills the number of skills (personal, generic or subject-specific on which the
work-based learning might reasonably be expected to have some impact. The greater the range of
skills potentially affected, the greater the effect that work-based learning could have on students.
Work-based learning which rates highly on all five dimensions is likely to be a highly effective
educational experience. Using five dimensions (location, employer involvement, intensity of contact,
compulsory or optional, and the range of skills potentially enhanced) it is possible to assess the likely
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effectiveness of any specific WBL scheme in giving the participating students a real sense of how
organizations work.
The most effective forms of work-based learning will be those which have the following
features:


about one term or semester long (that is, long enough to appreciate the organization but not
too long to disrupt the rest of the teaching or the employers’ activities);



run in term-time rather than the vacation despite the practical difficulties this raises;



embedded into the degree scheme as an assessed module (though the form of the assessment
is flexible) despite the higher initial time costs required to embed it rather than have it as a
free-standing option in the vacations;



potentially available to most, if not all, students, probably with special arrangements being
needed for part-time and special-needs students;



involves the employer in planning the work (a written agreement is useful) and in helping
with training and supervision;



is based at the employer’s place of business and requires considerable contact between the
students and the employer and his/her employees;



provides an end product for, and benefit to the employer;



enhances a wide range of student skills rather than just one or two.

4. Financing mechanism for WBL in Romania
4.1.Work-based learning in Romania
In Romania there is no formal regulation for WBL per se in higher education. Initial VET is
provided at upper secondary and post-secondary levels. Continuing VET (also known as adult
vocational training) is available for learners from age 16 and it includes (Cedefop, 2019):


apprenticeship at workplace;



traineeship for higher education graduates;



adult training courses.
Apprenticeship at workplace
Continuous ‘apprenticeship at workplace’ programmes have been managed by the public

employment service since 2005. They are only available in continuing VET and are legally distinct
from the dual form offered in initial VET. Apprenticeships offer adults (16+, minimum legal age for
employment) a professional qualification at EQF levels 1 to 4. There is no upper age limit for
enrolment.
All apprentices receive nationally recognized qualification certificates of equal value as in
initial VET. They work and acquire a qualification simultaneously: this approach best suits the
unemployed and early leavers from education and training. Theoretical and practical training (WBL
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at least 70%) is provided mainly by companies, in cooperation with authorized professional training
providers that also organize qualification exams. The apprenticeship scheme is based on a special
type of labour contract supporting work and vocational training at the workplace. Employers may
apply for the public employment service subsidy of approximately EUR 483 per month for each
apprentice for up to three years (the duration of the apprenticeship programme) from the
unemployment insurance budget or ESF. Training periods alternate with working time allocated for
the tasks specified in the job description; practical training is under the guidance and supervision of
the training provider.
The numbers of apprentices are still relatively low as employers often perceive training as an
additional cost rather than an investment. The 2017-20 Youth guarantee implementation plan includes
measures to promote apprenticeships, reforms, and initiatives to create the appropriate framework for
the employment of young people, and measures to support labour market integration. Since 2016, the
plan has emphasized initiatives that combine employment with training, giving young people the
opportunity to improve skills obtained during initial education and training as well as to acquire new
skills through participation in apprenticeships and traineeships.
Traineeship for higher education graduates
Traineeship for higher education graduates is regulated by the law on traineeships (No
335/2013) and the Labour Code (No 53/2003). After graduation from a higher education institution,
learners may take six-month traineeship programmes to practice their profession in a real work
environment; this does not apply in some professions, such as doctors, lawyers, and notaries, for
whom special legislation provides different opportunities. This process is subsidized by the
government. Employers may apply for the public employment service subsidy of approximately EUR
483 per month for each trainee for the duration of the programme.
Adult training courses
Adult training courses are offered by authorized training providers or by employers to adults
willing to obtain a qualification, specialization, or key competences:
(a) authorized courses for the unemployed, employees, people who resume work after maternity leave
or long sickness leave, people from Roma ethnicity, groups at risk and other groups;
(b) courses organized by employers for their staff without issuing nationally recognized certificates;
(c) practical training and specialization, including periods of learning abroad;
(d) all other forms of training.
The programmes are organized in regional centres of the National Agency for Employment
and are supported from the state budget.
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4.2.Financing VET in Romania
Initial VET
In 2009, total public expenditure on education and training reached 4.24% of GDP but fell
significantly in 2010-11 due to the economic crisis. It was 3.6% in 2017, although the National Law
on Education of 2011 targets 6%; this objective is not likely to be achieved before 2025.
The budget for education and training, including VET, is approved annually. The financing
mechanism comprises per capita expenditure supplemented by coefficients (such as for rural/urban
areas, number of students and climate area, EQF level, type of programme, total number of learners
in the school, teaching language). In 2018, per capita financing was (approximate values, based on
Euro exchange rate):
(a) EUR 1 115 for three-year professional programmes (all qualifications) and
EUR 1 143 for programmes offered in minority language(s);
(b) EUR 1 057 for four-year technological programmes (all qualifications) and
EUR 1 101 for programmes offered in minority language(s);
(c) EUR 1 330 for four-year vocational programmes (except music and sports)
and EUR 1 403 for programmes offered in minority language(s).
Financing is provided to schools by the Education Ministry from the State budget (main
source: value added tax) based on actual enrolment. It covers:
(a) wages, allowances;
(b) staff continuous training;
(c) learner assessment expenditure;
(d) materials, services and maintenance.
The basic financing of a school unit is obtained by multiplying the standard cost per pupil
with the specific coefficients mentioned above. This is approved annually by Government decision.
VET in public schools is free of charge. The State also provides financing for accredited
private and religious education institutions to the same level as for public VET schools. In private
education institutions, learners pay fees (CEDEFOP, 2019).
Continuing VET
Continuing VET is jointly financed by:
(a) employers/enterprises;
(b) unemployment insurance budget;
(c) EU structural and cohesion instruments;
(d) personal contributions;
(e) other sources.
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Jobseekers benefit from free continuing training financed by the unemployment insurance
budget. The budget also provides subsidies to employers who provide continuing VET
(apprenticeship, traineeship and vocational training programmes).
Incentives for learners
Incentives are available to support young learner participation in VET. They are mainly
offered by the education ministry in cooperation with other national authorities.


Professional scholarship is a national social protection programme that offers approximately
EUR 43 per month for all three-year professional programme learners. This scholarship can
be combined within grants provided by training companies. The grants usually cover
transportation and meals.



In addition to a professional scholarship, dual VET learners receive at least approximately
EUR 43 per month in allowances from the company where they undergo training. Companies
also pay for work equipment for learners, their insurance and medical examinations, if obliged
to do so by the occupation requirements.



High school scholarship is a national social protection programme that offers approximately
EUR 54 monthly financial support for upper secondary education learners in grades 9 to 12,
including those in VET (technological and vocational programmes). The scholarship is linked
to family income and is not available for all learners.



The Euro 200 scholarship is a national programme that supports VET and other learners who
otherwise cannot afford to buy a personal computer and develop their digital skills. The
programme has been in place since 2004 under Law No 269/2004, granting financial aid based
on social criteria. In 2018, the government spent more than EUR 2.6 million on this measure.



Local public transport. All formal education learners, including VET, receive 50% discount
for local public transportation (bus, subway and train) up to age 26. Local authorities may
also partly reimburse the cost of a monthly pass for learners with special education needs,
orphans or those from a children’s home/orphanage.
Incentives for companies

-

Apprenticeship and traineeship cost reimbursement
Employers who sign an apprenticeship or traineeship contract may apply for subsidies to the

public employment service (ANOFM). They can receive approximately EUR 483 per month for each
apprentice/trainee for the entire duration of the programme (six months to three years in the case of
apprenticeship programmes and six months in the case of traineeship). The subsidies are financed
from the unemployment insurance budget or ESF. Employers who employ graduates from initial
education are eligible for a public employment service monthly grant of approximately EUR 483 for
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each graduate for a period of 12 or 18 months, provided the employment is not terminated for 18
months from its start.
-

Tax exemption
According to the provisions of Government Ordinance No 129/2000 on Adult Vocational

Training, authorized VET providers are exempt from paying value added tax for the training
activities. Companies may also deduct the training costs from their taxable income.
5. Financing WBL in Germany
5.1.

Financing mechanism for VET in Germany
Dual Vocational Education graduating with a vocational qualification has a long tradition in

Germany. The roots go back to the Middle Ages, when in the so-called Guilds the professions were
already linked to practical training among the members. At the end of the 19th century, a dual training
system was introduced with theoretical and practical vocational training. The vocational qualification
is still awarded by the Chamber of Crafts and the Chambers of Industry and Commerce today. The
two training locations where the apprentice learns are the state vocational school and the company.
The learning and training process is strongly regulated by law:
• The Vocational Training Act (BBiG) determines rights and obligations of vocational
schools, training companies and apprentices. Trainees enjoy comprehensive social protection.
Financing of VET is divided between vocational schools and companies. The costs of the
vocational schools are covered by state budget funds. The costs for practical training must be covered
by the company providing the vocational training. The following expenses, prescribed by law (BBiG),
must be taken into account for the financing.
• The training companies must provide a workplace for the trainee and ensure occupational
health and safety. A qualified trainer must supervise the trainee for the entire training period.
• The apprenticeship contract regulates rights and obligations of the employer and the
apprentice. It also regulates that the trainee receives a monthly allowance and is covered by social
insurance.
• The company must bear the costs of training personnel, workplace equipment and social
insurance (health and long-term care, unemployment, and pension assurance).
• Companies must pay a monthly allowance to trainees, at least in the minimum wage range,
considering Branch Collective Agreements.
Since the costs for an apprentice are not insignificant, the training companies can apply to get
subsidies for wages from the state. They can also receive government grants, subsidies, or tax
reductions by the National Vocational Training Alliance.
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5.2.

Financing mechanism for WBL in dual higher education in Germany
Dual Higher Education with Bachelor’s or Master’s degree benefited greatly from the

developments in dual vocational training. For example, the strict sharing of costs between the
university and the training company was adopted for funding.
Regarding the financing of dual study programmes at universities, a distinction must be made
between state and private universities. The costs of dual bachelor’s degree programmes at public HEI
are fully funded by the state. Dual Master’s degree study programmes are often financed (at least
partly) by tuition fees. Dual study programmes at private universities are financed by the tuition fees
of the students. Fees are used for study and teaching resources, personnel and other resources whilst
studying at university. Tuition fees at private universities range from 400 to 800 euros per month and
are paid often in part or entirely by the training companies.
When calculating the costs for dual study programmes, additional personnel expenses for
cooperation with training companies must be considered. Compared to other study programmes, there
are additional personnel costs for the study programme office and the programme director (up to 50%
of the costs of a full professor).
Regarding financing WBL by the training companies, there are differences depending on the
dual education models.
In the area of initial higher education (Bachelor), there are two dual models of study:
• VET-integrating
• This model integrates an apprenticeship with a full professional qualification. Students have
three learning venues – university, vocational school and training company. Students get two
qualifications: The study programme finishes with a vocational qualification and a Bachelor's degree.
• Practice-integrating
This model combines university studies with practical work experience (WBL). There are binding
agreements between the university and the training company and between the student and the training
company for the practical study periods.
Both study models require different funding requirements.
As the VET-integrating model is highly regulated, funding requirements are also clearly
defined. The Vocational Training Act (BBiG) applies to the learning venues/institutions outside the
university. Hence, the financing is adequate to the financing of the vocational training. In addition,
the costs of the university must be covered (compare the previous section in this paper).
The practice-integrating dual study model is not covered by the regulatory scope of the BBiG.
In the absence of regulations for the practical part there is a wide interpretation of rights and
obligations of the training companies with corresponding consequences for the financing of training
by companies. The various Federal States in Germany or the higher education institutions that want
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to start a practice-integrated dual study programme close this legal gap by issuing guidelines for
training partner companies. These arrangements are intended to ensure both the comparability of
study programmes and the quality of the WBL periods. At the same time, a binding nature of the
funding is guaranteed.
At HWR Berlin, one of the largest providers of dual study programmes according to the
practice-integrating model in Germany, companies must adhere to suitability guidelines and a model
training contract that is signed with the student. These regulations are decided by the Dual
Commission and strongly based on the BBiG. Consequently, funding by companies is largely the
same. According to cost estimates by companies, the expenditure for a dual student is somewhat
higher than for an apprentice. The difference comes mainly from the training allowance that is paid.
On average, a student is paid 800 - 1000 Euros per month. This means that in 3 years of study, a
company pays 28,800 – 36,000 Euros for training allowances to the student. At the same time, a much
higher return can be expected from the work of a dual student. This makes it even more important to
ensure a high quality of the practical assignments.
6. Financing WBL in Greece and in the University of Macedonia
6.1.

Financing WBL in Greece
The intern must receive a trainee's wage during the period covered by the practical training

agreement. Among the obligations of the employer is the monthly compensation and insurance of the
student. The estimated monthly compensation of the student for the period of her/his practical training
in a private company is determined by the joint Ministerial Decision Ε5/1797/20-3-1986 “at a rate of
80% on the salary of the unskilled worker, based on the National Collective Bargaining Agreement”,
i.e., according to the current data:
 25 x 22.83 x 80% = € 456.60 (for students under 25 years old) or
 25 x 26.18 x 80% = € 523.60 (for students over 25 years of age) and is paid by the
company on a monthly basis.
When the practical training is part of the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF)
Programme - ESPA and the employer is a private company, the employer is obliged to pay a monthly
payment of at least € 176.60 for students under 25 years of age or the amount of € 243.60 for students
over 25 years old (par. 6 of Law 4046/2012 & Interpretive Circular 4601/304/12-3-2012 of the
Ministry of Labor & Social Security). In particular:
 € 280.00 from the NSRF programme and € 176.60 from the employer per month (total
€ 456.50) for students under 25 years old,
 € 280.00 from the NSRF programme and € 243.50 from the employer per month (total
€ 523.50) for students over 25 years of age.
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Therefore, the grant amount ranges from € 1,369.80 to € 1,570.80. Private companies that
offer practical trainings for university students are subsidized, according to Ministerial Decision
Ε5/4825/ (Government Gazette 453/16-7-1986, vol. B), by the Manpower Employment Organization
(OAED) “at a rate of 50% on the compensation paid each time”.
In the wider public sector (Ministries, Local Authorities, Regions, Legal Entities of Public
Law, Universities, etc.) the student is compensated monthly with the amount of € 176.08 (decision
2025805/2917/0022, Government Gazette 307 τ.Β /1993).
Undergraduate, postgraduate students and Ph.D. candidates, who carry out a mandatory
practical training (a prerequisite for obtaining their degree) within Bachelors’, Masters’, or Ph.D.
programmes, are subject to the insurance of Greek Unified Social Security Fund (EFKA) (they are
subjects only to occupational accident insurance and daily sickness benefits insurance).
Undergraduate, and postgraduate students who carry out a non-mandatory practical training (e.g., to
gain work experience or obtain a license to practice a profession), have full insurance coverage, if
they are not subject to the supplementary insurance of another fund for their employment. The
insurance contributions are paid by the employer: that is, the university or the company in which the
practical training takes place. Even if no monetary remuneration is provided during the practical
training, the obligation exists. The employer is responsible for the insurance payout which is
estimated based on the salary of an unskilled worker.
6.2.

Financing WBL in the University of Macedonia
There are three components to the practical training process at the University of Macedonia.

First and foremost, there is the student. Second, the organization that hosts the practical training.
Third, the academic supervisor.
As far as students are concerned, the University of Macedonia Internship Programme is
addressed to students who are close to graduating. To be eligible to participate in the programme,
students must not have passed all of their classes.
The compensation of students is achieved through two avenues. The first one takes place
through The National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) Programme - ESPA. In this case, the
practical training through the NSRF is conducted in cycles, the duration of which is 3 (three) or 4
(four) months depending on the cycle. Each student is eligible to choose and participate in one single
cycle. The compensation and insurance of the interns (1% at risk of accidents) are covered by the
University, under the Operational Programme "Education and Lifelong Learning" 2007-2013. In
several cases, the entities (i.e., companies and organizations) contribute to the payment of the interns
they occupy and thus increase the total amount of their compensation. The duration of the practical
training may be extended upon request of the host entity, provided that the latter undertakes the
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intern’s payment, and the total duration of the practical training does not exceed a period of 6 (six)
months.
The second avenue is activated through the Donations Programme. In this case, when it is
realized that there is no possibility of funding a practical training through the NSRF Programme
(ESPA), and an entity wishes to occupy students from the University of Macedonia to implement
their practical training, it may express its interest to the University of Macedonia Internship Office
which then will post a notice. The funding of the practical training is undertaken solely by the host
entity, which deposits the compensation for the trainee as a donation to the University. The intern’s
insurance (1% against accident at work) is covered by the University (the insurance contributions are
deducted from the intern’s remuneration and are attributed to the Social Insurance Institution). The
duration of the practical training is between 2 (two) and 6 (six) months and may be extended upon
request of the host entity, provided that the latter undertakes the intern’s payment, and the total
duration of the practical training does not exceed a period of 6 (six) months.
For students who implement their practical training out of the city of Thessaloniki, the
programme covers the cost of travel to and from the place of the practical training, for once and for
distances over 50 km. The University of Macedonia does not predict any compensation for the
academic supervisor.
The Internship Office (IO) is in charge of all administrative services related to the practical
training process. The IO is an institutionalized part of the University, and its synthesis is based on
civil servants. The Ministry of Education oversees remunerating the civil servants of the IO.
7. Assignments
7.1.

Assignment 1

Choose a big hotel from Ulan Bator - Mongolia, which has various departments, such as financial
and accounting, human resources, marketing, process management, etc. Analyze and present the costs
and benefits for one apprentice on a specific job that requires Bachelor’s degree (the methodology
proposed by ILO, 2014 could be used).
7.2.

Assignment 2

Describe possible financing & incentive schemes of WBL that are suitable according to the regulation
system in Mongolia. Analyze and present these from the perspective of a specific Mongolian bank
that wants to employ apprentices for training.
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1.

Introduction

The purpose of the present report is to provide proposals and recommendations to national decisionmaking bodies in Mongolia for the design and development of their National Strategy for work-based
learning in higher education (NSD-WBLM).
The proposals and recommendations derived from the experience of the European project partners,
i.e., Germany, Romania, and Greece, presented in the web seminar that took place online via the
zoom platform from June 28, 2021, to July 01, 2021. In this framework, each European partner
developed the structure of their apprenticeship programs, in order for Mongolian partners to be able
to consider, evaluate and adopt such recommendations according to their structural and institutional
needs.
At this point, it is important to underline that the process of adaptation from the part of Mongolian
partners cannot be made from outside. Instead, it is an internal national matter of Mongolia.
Consequently, the responsible bodies in Mongolia can build on, which has already been carried out
as part of the MONGWBL Erasmus+ Project.
 As part of a fact-finding analysis, the structure and synthesis of the Quality Assurance
program of the University of Macedonia were examined. Besides, the challenges of the
program were underlined.
 Further, critical aspects and recommendations about WBL in Mongolian HEI were presented
considering the Quality Assurance program of the University of Macedonia. Last, in the part
of the discussion valuable recommendations were given considering the way that the Quality
Assurance program should be structured.
Further developments of the Quality Assurance-WBLM can and should definitely build on this
important preparatory work.
Considering that the Greek partners are in charge of the part concerning the Quality Assurance of
WBL programs, the present draft/paper aims to analyze/develop the structure of the Quality
Assurance of the University of Macedonia, Greece. Next, to emphasize the challenges that the Quality
Assurance program of the university faces. And last, to propose to Mongolian partners
recommendations in order to achieve an efficient and effective level of employability.
There are further topics to be considered in the NSD-WBLM, which are going beyond the issues
presented in this paper. These further topics, like for example “Financing of WBL”, “Organisation of
WBL periods in Companies”, and “Policy and Regulatory framework of WBL programmes” are
addressed in separate papers that are drawn up by other European partners of the MONGWBL
Erasmus+ project.
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2.

Objectives and overview of the topic
2.1 Objectives of the paper

The purpose of this paper is twofold:


The first objective is to develop the structure of the Quality Assurance program of the
University of Macedonia. Particularly, to develop the critical institutions that compose the
Quality Assurance program of the University in tandem with the roles and responsibilities of
such institutions.



The second objective is to present crucial issues of the Quality Assurance program, proposing
examples and recommendations through guiding questions for policymakers and university
staff and various assignments. This kind of information will be a useful basis for Mongolian
partners to build up their own Quality Assurance prom in the bay of higher education.

The first objective aims at illustrating the synthesis of the institutional structure of the Quality
Assurance program of the University of Macedonia, describing the roles and responsibilities of the
complimentary institutions that compose the Quality Assurance program. This takes place in order
for Mongolian partners to consider and evaluate the critical aspects of such synthesis and adopt parts
of it according to their prerequisites and needs. Besides, such analysis will make the Mongolian
partners able to understand in-depth and effectively manage the simple and functioning structure of
the Quality Assurance program.
The second objective aims at analyzing the challenges the program of Quality Assurance faces.
Furthermore, it aims at developing examples and modalities or else guiding questions for
policymakers and university staff. The underlying reason for this objective is, first, to shed light on
the importance of a Quality assurance program for the development of a sound WBLP. Second, to
underline the potential challenges Mongolian partners will face and should take into consideration
during the design and development of the National Strategy for work-based learning in Mongolian
higher education. Last, to stress the valuable alternatives Mongolian partners may develop in the case
that face similar challenges.
2.2

Overview of the topic

The structure of the rest draft/paper is the following. Next section deals with Formal mechanisms of
Quality Assurance. Τhe practical tools for students and companies are also illustrated. The WBL
Assessment practices and Formal QA mechanisms in France, Germany, Romania, and Greece are
presented. The case of the University of Macedonia, Greece, and the structural synthesis of the
Assurance Program of the University of Macedonia and the underlying roles of this synthesis are
developed. The cases of HWR Berlin in Germany, ULL in France, and UNITBV-Romania are
presented. Guiding questions for policymakers and university staff are based on examination. Last,
various assignments- examples of how Mongolian partners may apply for similar Quality Assurance
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programs, thus enhancing the conceptualization of Quality assurance programs in the bays of the
Mongolian higher education are illustrated.
3.

Formal mechanisms of Quality Assurance

Quality assurance in apprenticeships and Work-Based Learning is attained mainly through formal
mechanisms. Universities in collaboration with government, local companies, and social partners
should define formal mechanisms, by which, apprenticeships and Work-Based Learning can be
evaluated. Quality assurance mechanisms should be in line with the values and principles of modern
quality assurance techniques. The European concept of quality assurance in apprenticeships and
Work-Based Learning is based on the following principles:
 Universities bear the main responsibility for quality.
 Internal quality assurance is the foundation of the entire quality assurance system.
The outcomes of the internal quality assurance must be taken into consideration by external
quality assurance.
 Regardless of the form and architecture of the chosen approach, quality assurance processes must
serve the developmental role of quality assurance.
 All relevant stakeholders, including students and businesses, should be involved in quality
assurance processes and agencies.
Quality assurance, when is effectively executed, provides information to assure universities and the
public of the quality of apprenticeships programs (accountability) as well as guidance and
recommendations on how universities can improve their programs. Information that is provided by
quality assurance should illustrate:
 The link between processes and performance/quality;
 The link between the evaluation of quality and performance (including weaknesses and strengths)
and recommendations for future actions.
The EU’s Proposal for a Framework for Effective and Quality Apprenticeships (European
Commission, 2017) calls for Quality Assurance processes to be performed. Formal mechanisms of
quality assurance in apprenticeships and Work-Based Learning should satisfy the following criteria:
1. Written contract: A written contract between the employer, the apprentice, and the
vocational training school should govern an apprenticeship.
2. Learning outcomes: Universities and employers should set comprehensive learning
outcomes that ensure both job-related skills and personal development.
3. Pedagogical support: In-company trainers, universities and professors should work closely
together. Trainers and professors should be encouraged to update their skills.
4. Workplace component: At least half of the apprenticeship should be completed in the
workplace, with the opportunity to complete some of these placements abroad.
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5. Pay and/or compensation: Apprentices should receive pay and/or compensation, taking into
account cost sharing arrangements between employers, apprentices and public authorities.
6. Social protection: Apprentices should be entitled to social protection, including necessary
insurance.
7. Work, health and safety conditions: The host workplace must adhere to all applicable rules
and regulations on working conditions, and especially health and safety legislation.
A quality framework should also implement the requirements set in the following criteria:
1. Regulatory framework: A clear and consistent regulatory framework, based on partnership
and a transparent dialogue among all relevant stakeholders, should be in place.
2. Involvement of social partners: In the design, governance, and implementation of
apprenticeship schemes, social partners should be involved, including at the sectoral level.
3. Support for companies:Small, medium-sized, and micro-companies should get financial
and/or non-financial support.
4. Flexible pathways and mobility: Flexible admission requirements, as well as chances for
further education and training, should be in place. Apprenticeships should lead to the
achievement of a nationally recognized qualification. Apprenticeships should include
international mobility as a component.
5. Career guidance and awareness raising: To ensure successful outcomes and decrease
dropouts, career counseling, mentoring, and learner support should be offered.
6. Transparency: The transparency of, and access to, apprenticeship offers within and between
Member States should be ensured.
7. Quality assurance and graduate tracking: There should be quality assurance of
apprenticeships and tracking of employment and career progression of apprentices.
4.

Practical tools for students and companies

An apprenticeship quality toolkit should be adapted to the special characteristics of the university,
local industry, and country. It is not sufficient to simply define what is expected of each partner and
how they should contribute to the overall objectives of the apprenticeship, without giving extensive
documentation. Extensive documentation and control, to fulfill legal obligations and meet the
program’s objectives are needed. An apprenticeship quality toolkit functions in two ways: outsidein, by organizing and controlling the apprenticeship-related processes and communications of both
organizations, facilitating students, trainers, and professors understanding of their roles, improving
their performance, and making daily operations more efficient; and inside-out, by providing quality
assurance to students and other beneficiaries.
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At the same time, an apprenticeship quality toolkit should provide a hands-on, easy-to-use quality
assurance tool for universities. It needs to cover the following phases of the quality assurance life
cycle:
1. Setting the Learning Objectives of the Overall Programme
A set of interconnected activities designed to translate, in a systematic and transparent manner, the
needs of stakeholders in terms of the competencies to be acquired in a given apprenticeship and the
method of assessing their acquisition.
2. Identifying and Recruiting Placements
A set of interconnected activities designed to ensure that placement positions are selected in a
systematic and transparent manner based on pre-established requirements and a mutually beneficial
relationship between universities and companies, including the provision of capacity-building support
to the latter.
3. Negotiating the Agreement
A set of interconnected activities designed to ensure the formation of mutually beneficial agreements
for all parties involved.
4. Monitoring of Apprenticeships
A set of interconnected activities designed to control the Apprenticeship at various stages while
providing support to all parties involved and ensuring that any deviation is detected and corrected so
that results are achieved as planned.
5. Assessment of Apprenticeships
A set of interconnected activities designed to assess, grade, and certify the Apprentices' acquisition
of competencies in a systematic and transparent manner.
An Apprenticeship Quality Toolkit may be composed by:
 Online/ offline quality assurance questionnaires. Survey all the stakeholders.


Personal interviews.

 Quality assurance metrics (e.g., mean time to detect a problem, mean time to solve a problem).
 Quality assurance software to unify data.
5. WBL Assessment practices and Formal QA mechanisms in France, Germany, Romania
and Greece
5.1

University of Macedonia in Greece

5.1.1 The Internship Program of the University of Macedonia
The Internship Program3 of University of Macedonia (UοM) is applied through the following
institutions (http://practice.uom.gr/):

3

The Internship Office.

In Greece the apprenticeship programs in the bays of the universities is called internship program.
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The Employment and Career Structure (DASTA Office).



The Career Office.



The Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit.



Student support in matters of the labor market, internship, and entrepreneurship.

The means of the Internship Program include:


Development of transferable skills (Soft Skills) demanded by the labor market from young
graduates – Experiential workshops (Panagiotidou, 2021).



Support students in designing their personal career plan - Individual counseling (sessions)
(Panagiotidou, 2021).



Awareness of students about the profiles of professions and specializations they can follow
after receiving their degree - Informative events (Panagiotidou, 2021).



Creation and development of a professional student network - career days & meetings with
graduates of the institution - Utilization of contacts and professional networking tools
(LinkedIn) (Panagiotidou, 2021).



Education of students in job search techniques, in the writing of a CV, in the selection
interview, etc. - Individual and group counseling (sessions-workshops) (Panagiotidou, 2021).



Attracting graduates of the institution as speakers and liaisons of the university with the
companies they work/represent - Liaison actions with alumni and staff selection staff of the
domestic labor market (Panagiotidou, 2021).

The assurance of Quality of Internship is ensured through: Τhe Office of Quality Assurance Unit of
the University of Macedonia, MODIP. Τhe delivery of questionnaires to the three involved parts
(http://practice.uom.gr/): Practitioners, Host institutions, and Supervisors. External Stakeholders.
And last, via the certification of the study programs of the University.
Considering the University of Macedonia, as we said above, the quality assurance process is ensured
through four main avenues: The Office of Quality Assurance Unit, questionaries delivered to three
parts: practitioners, supervisors, and enterprises. Evaluation of the Internship program via External
Stakeholders. And last, via the certification of the study programs of the University. The most
important avenue is the Office of Quality Assurance Unit, which guarantees the quality of all
educational, research programs, and administrative services within the University. However, the
value-added to this work-based learning experience is constrained by a series of structural limitations
(Mihail, 2006).
More specifically, it is argued (Mihail, 2006) that the main disadvantage of the program is the brief
length of their internship, ranging from two to three months. This condition puts a lot of pressure on
the intern and at the same time discourages the corporate commitment to the particular internship.
The work commitment of a full-time job during term time appears to be another serious weakness of
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the current co-operative program. Empirical studies in the UK have found that even part-time work
in combination with class assignments might result in feelings of pressure and a sense of being pulled
in two directions (Watts & Pickering, 2000; Curtis & Williams, 2002). Last but not least, the low
student-pay and the long working hours are also the main obstacles students face in the case of the
University of Macedonia (Mihail, 2006).
5.1.2 The Pillars of the Internship in the University of Macedonia
The UοM Internship Program is executed through the following institutional pillars.
 The first one refers to the Internship Office (http://practice.uom.gr/). The aim of the Internship
Office is to consolidate and systematize the necessary communication of the University with the
labour market and social activity. The Internship Office undertakes the institutional coordination
and central support of the Act.
 The second institutional pillar refers to the Employment and Career Structure (DASTA Office)
(http://practice.uom.gr/). The role of this structure is to capture the vision, to develop the
Foundation's strategy for its connection with the labor market, and to ensure the development of
a sustainable and coordinated approach to the individual structures and policies of the Foundation
in this field. The activities of DASTA are addressed to undergraduate and postgraduate students
and to recent graduates.
 The third institutional pillar refers to the Career Office (http://practice.uom.gr/). The Career
Office (CO) has been operating since 1994, focusing on immediate, accurate, and effective
services to students and new graduates of the University of Macedonia, assisting those who
receive its services to manage their knowledge, experience, and skills, in order to achieve personal
and professional development.
 The fourth institutional pillar refers to the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit
(http://practice.uom.gr/).
 And the last one is the Student Support in matters of labor market, internship and entrepreneurship
(http://practice.uom.gr/).
5.1.3 Quality Assurance of the Internships in the University of Macedonia
The conceptualization of the Quality Assurance process considering the apprenticeship was
institutionalized relatively recently, in 2017 (Cedefop, 2018). The Institutional framework involves
the provisions on:


Definitions of apprenticeships, including the workplace component. Particularly, in Greece,
according to Article 1 of the Joint Ministerial Decision 26385/16-2-2017 “Quality Framework
for Apprenticeship” (Gazette 491/ B/20.02.2017), “apprenticeship is defined as the
educational system in which learning alternates between workplace and educational
institution. The apprenticeship system is the main route of implementing workplace learning
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in Greece and it embraces different school types that provide qualifications corresponding to
different levels of the National Qualification Framework (NQF).


A broad institutional framework for the internship system, including information on the
internship agreement/contract, the accreditation of mentors, and financing of the internships.



Governance structures (i.e., the roles and responsibilities of the key actors in the
apprenticeship system).



Terms for the participation of companies in apprenticeship provision.



Cooperation between educational structures and companies in the context of the
apprenticeship schemes.



Apprentices’ working and learning conditions.



Requirements for in-company trainers.

However, the Quality Assurance process in the bays of universities is ensured by independent
authorities synthesized by external stakeholders able to offer objective technocratic support. In the
case of the University of Macedonia, the Quality Assurance process is ensured through four main
avenues. The first avenue is the Office of Quality Assurance Unit of the University of Macedonia,
MODIP. The Quality Assurance Unit of the University of Macedonia was established in accordance
with Law 3374/2005 and subsequently in accordance with the provisions of article 80 (par. 12, c)
according to the Law 4009/11. Through its internal and external evaluation processes, the Office of
Quality Assurance Unit aims to improve the quality of educational and research work at the
University, as well as to ensure high-quality services to its human resources.
The second avenue of assurance is ensured through questionaries delivered to the three involved
parts:


Practitioners (nine questions)



Host institutions (thirteen questions)



Supervisors (seven questions)

Particularly, the practitioner’s group of questions includes the following clustering: I) Likert-type
questions of scale (1 – not at all to 7 – extremely high), which refer to the degree of satisfaction that
practitioners absorb from the Internship program as a whole; the behavior of the executives and the
corporate environment at the Employment Agency; the guidance/counseling of Supervisor at the
Employment Agency. And the guidance/counseling of Supervising Professor (For more information
see Appendix). II) Descriptive answers which are related to the agency, sector/area, specific
topic/subject practitioners work on. Likewise, descriptive answers concerning the specific
outcomes/benefits practitioners gained from the Internship program; the possible prospects emerge
after the end of the internship period, either by continuing the collaboration for an additional number
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of months or by being hired with a permanent employment contract as a working partner of the
Employment Agency (For more information, see Appendix).
The host institutions questionaries involve, from their turn, questions related to the object of the
Internship and the criteria practitioners are selected; whether the practitioner's employment has
actually benefited the Institution; the positive and negative features of the practitioner (Descriptive
answer), and particularly, work adaptability, teamwork, responsibility, efficiency, productivity,
problem-solving (Likert-scaled answers). Questions targeted at the total performance (Likert-scaled
answer) of the practitioner (upward, stagnant or downward) (both Likert-scaled and descriptive
answer). Questions related to areas in order for practitioners to improve his/her job performance and
overall professional presence (Descriptive answers). And last, questions targeted at the continuing of
the program and possible recommendations of the practitioner to other companies through descriptive
answers.
Supervisors’ Questionaries involve questions related to the performance of the practitioner (Likertscaled answers). Questions that refer to the performed tasks of the practitioner and the relevance of
the subject of the Internship which, as defined by the Terms of Participation, are determined by
mutual agreement of both parties (both descriptive and Likert-scaled answer). Questions concerning
the degree of satisfaction of both parties of the program and the timely information about potential
problems have emerged during the program. Questions concerning the efficient implementation of
the program and the possible continuation of the collaboration of the specific Employment Agency
with the Internship Office after the end of the program.
The third avenue is through the evaluation of the Internship program via External Stakeholders
that offer valuable evaluations and comments on the process of the WBL. And the last avenue is
ensured via the certification of the study programs of the University. Part of the study program is
Internships. Consequently, the certification of the study program extends to involve and the quality
of WBL, as well.
5.2

HWR Berlin in Germany

5.2.1 European Principles for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union have expressed their view on
principles for quality assurance, which are guiding quality assurance in higher education in Germany
and at Berlin School of Economics and Law.


Quality assurance is to ensure accountability and improvement of Higher Education
Institution – and is carried out in accordance with the following nine European principles:



Quality assurance policies and procedures should underpin all levels of the European
Qualifications Framework.
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Quality assurance should be an integral part of internal management of education and
training institutions.



Quality assurance should include regular evaluation of institutions, their programmes or
their quality assurance systems by external monitoring bodies or agencies.



External monitoring bodies or agencies carrying out quality assurance and accreditation of
HEI should be subject to regular review.



Quality assurance should include context, input, process and output dimensions, while
giving emphasis to outputs and learning outcomes.



Quality assurance systems should include the following elements:
– clear and measurable objectives and standards, guidelines for implementation,
including stakeholder involvement,
– appropriate resources for implementation of QA activities,
– consistent evaluation methods, associating self-assessment and external review,
– feedback mechanisms and procedures for improvement of programmes and HEI,
– widely accessible evaluation results (for example: publication on website of the HEI.



Quality assurance initiatives at international, national and regional levels should be
coordinated to ensure overview, coherence, synergy and system-wide analysis.



Quality assurance should be a cooperative process across education and training levels and
systems, involving all relevant stakeholders, in Member States and across the Community.



Quality assurance orientations at Community level may provide reference points for
evaluations and peer learning.https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM%3Ac11038

5.2.2 Quality Assurance at HWR Berlin
At HWR Berlin, quality assurance is based on a mission statement and the values that are guiding the
university. https://www.hwr-berlin.de/en/hwr-berlin/about-us/mission-and-values/. The mission
statement stipulates, that “HWR Berlin is a state-funded university teaching a range of subjects within
the disciplines of business and economics, law, the social sciences, public administration, and
engineering. Our courses facilitate in-depth learning and specialisations in a wide range of
undergraduate, graduate and professional education programmes. We take the relevant social,
economic and ecological issues and topics as our point of orientation. We regard our work as part of
lifelong learning in a process informed by humanist ideals and a commitment to social responsibility.
We seek to impart our key values of openness, enthusiasm, courage and critical thought, promote
mutual relations informed by respect, esteem and dialogue, and foster self-confidence and personal
development.”
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5.2.3 Quality Objectives for Teaching and Learning
A central statement in HWR Berlins mission is addressing teaching and learning: “Our approach to
academic education is strongly informed by the latest research and aligned with real world skills.
Working on the foundation of modern teaching methods, constant quality assurance and quality
development, we foster a significant practical application of skills in cooperation with our partners in
the business, administrative and legal sectors, and in non-profit organisations and associations. We
are constantly working on expanding this connection to practical applications. The link between
academic theory and applied skills is especially close in the cooperative study programmes, which
represent a core element in our university’s portfolio.
We furnish our students with the abilities to take on tasks in business and society proactively,
responsibly and successfully. Aside from promoting excellence in chosen fields of specialisation, we
foster a set of key competences for a successful career that include the ability to seek and engage in
dialogue, teamwork, intercultural awareness, entrepreneurial thinking, creativity and an innovative
approach to problem solving.”
Study programmes are developed based on these objectives. It is not necessary that each programme
fulfils each objective; in some cases, there are good reasons for developing a programme regardless
of one or another of these objectives. However, faculties will not develop programmes which are
contrary to the defined quality objectives of the university.
Figure 1. Defining Quality Objectives
Mission

Strategic objective

Operational objective quality of structure
quality of processes quality of result

The following figure shows the approach to consider quality factors and components related to
teaching and learning, as study programmes plus teaching and learning are central for the quality for
HWR Berlin and every HEI.
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Figure 2. Defining Indicators to check the Quality of Teaching and Learning

5.2.4 Quality Assurance of Teaching and Learning at HWR BERLIN
The following section provides an overview on the main tools for quality assurance of teaching and
learning at HWR Berlin.
Assessment and Evaluation of Courses and Modules
Evaluation of courses and modules may be done by paper-and-pencil method or online, depending
on the support of software and staff available. The process must ensure that only students enrolled in
the course or module are allowed to fill in one questionnaire each. The ideal situation is if
questionnaires are distributed during class, but it must be decided if this is to be done by the lecturers
themselves, or by administration staff. It is also to be decided who is responsible for collecting the
filled in questionnaires. Should the lecturers collect them, or should the administration staff remain
present until they are filled in? There is good experience with appointing a student within the course
or module to do that.
If an online-evaluation has been chosen, an eye must be kept on the rate of return. Usually, the return
rate is much lower. A good IT system will send reminders after a certain time. Online-evaluation
experience shows that it takes much more effort to get students to fill in the questionnaires.
The university management uses these results to evaluate, not only the performance of the professors,
but of part-time lectures as well. Part-time lecturer contracts are renewed from semester to semester.
Hence, if somebody has poor results for more than one semester –everybody deserves a second
chance – it might be, that HWR Berlin will not renew his or her contract again. Before that, somebody
responsible for the quality of the module will talk to him or her and try to find out whether some
support, perhaps didactical training, could improve the results. It is different in the case of professors
as they have lifetime positions, which means that they will remain within HWR Berlin. But part of
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the salary is performance-related. The result of the evaluation is used as one criterion out of many
when deciding upon an increase in the salary for professors.
Assessment and Evaluation of Programmes and Study Conditions
This evaluation focuses on the study programme and the related study conditions. Questions are asked
on the coherence of courses with the programme and the support and counselling of the students.
Furthermore, the survey contains questions on the facilities and infrastructure of the university,
content and organisation of the study programme, exams/assessments of the modules as well as
support and counselling by lecturers and by the departments responsible for the particular programme.
In Bachelor programmes consisting of 6 semesters, evaluation may take place only once in a while,
for example once in 3 years.
Another option for this kind of survey is towards the end of the studies, right before students leave
the university. Questions about their experience throughout their entire studies can then be included
and also their plans for the near future. This is also an opportunity to ask for contact details for the
forthcoming alumni survey (see next section).
Meanwhile, quite good experience has been achieved with online-surveys for this kind of evaluation.
Most of the software available for this task offers good possibilities to use filter options, which leads
to shorter questionnaires and higher return rates. Students are contacted per E-mail receiving a
personal code to link to the survey. Usually, questionnaires are filled in right away, or at least the
next day. It is easy to remind students by E-mail if responses are not forthcoming. The system should
provide information on all the personal codes used, but protection of privacy regulations is always
mandatory.
Alumni Surveys
An alumni survey contains important information on the employment situation of the alumni and
indicates whether the study programme leads to what it is supposed to. This information is important
for re-accreditation because it must be proven that the study programme achieves the objectives it
was designed for.
The questionnaire for the alumni survey should contain questions on the following topics:
Retrospective assessment of study conditions, situation right after graduation, search of employment,
specific questions for Bachelor-alumni on their way to a Master programme, current employment
situation, relationship between study programme and employment and socio-biographical data. Of
course, protection of privacy must be assured.
If the survey takes place more than one year after the alumni have left the HWR Berlin, worth asking
questions about first and current jobs. It usually emerges that personal professional development has
taken place within this time already.
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A successful alumni survey needs to be organized beforehand, as alumni are no longer members of
the university. In Germany regulations for protection of privacy do not allow the usage of contact
information of former students. Therefore, this survey must be planned well in advance. Students
have to agree on provision of contact information and giving their permission to be contacted after
having graduated from university.
Alumni Network
The alumni survey provides a chance to stay in contact with former students. Events are organized
where alumni talk to current students about their experience in working life. Sometimes alumni are
in a position where they can offer internships to current students. HWR Berlin is also interested in
offering their alumni options for Further Education.
5.2.5 Specific Features for Quality Assurance of Dual WBL programmes
The quality management of dual study programmes must include quality assurance in the company
as a place of learning. The dual study programme director plays a central role in quality management.
His official duties include managing cooperation with companies in his study programme as well as
regular quality control. Accordingly, he receives a significant reduction in his regular teaching duties.
Depending on the effort involved, the president of the university determines the amount of the deputy
reduction every two years.
For quality assurance, the programme director is supported by CaQ - Center for Academic Quality
Assurance and Development (see next chapter). The questionnaires developed by CaQ for all
evaluation processes contain a special section with questions on WBL periods in companies.
Specifically, the programme director uses following instruments for quality assurance in a dual study
programme:


Company Surveys every three years



Competence development measurement in the workplace



Buddy supervision by students of higher semesters, that means newcomers are supported by
a buddy from a higher semester



Consultations with responsible persons in the companies directly at the workplace and
commitment to the suitability principles for cooperation and the standard training plan



Half-yearly meetings with all training supervisors in partner companies



Approval of topics for the examination of WBL periods and assignment of suitable university
lecturers for supervision of transfer achievements



Individual feedback meetings with students at the beginning of subsequent academic study
term and review of assignment in the company.
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Some of these tools have already been described in our contributions to modules 1 and 2, in particular
commitment to suitability principles and standard training plan, and supervision of transfer
achievements by university teachers. The dual programme manager is coordinating these processes.
Company Surveys
Surveys of companies pursue various goals. One goal is to involve partner companies in developing
the dual study programmes. A snapshot is taken of which competences are important for the
companies and how the development status of students is assessed. Topics for professional
development of the study programme are also included. The training companies should assess
information and communication with the director of dual study programme and with the dual
programme office. They should assess how academic and WBL periods are interlinked in terms of
content. It is important to find out for which qualifications the companies are training the students
and in which areas and positions they want to employ the graduates.
Finally, in each new questionnaire there is a special topic on which the companies' opinion is asked.
Special topics were, for example, the opinion on the internationalisation of the degree programmes
or the preparation of Master's degree programmes. In the following there are some open questions
from the company survey in 2017:


What main difficulties do you see in implementing the standard training plan for WBL in your
company?



Which contents / aspects do you think are missing in the curriculum?



What do you find particularly good in the curriculum?



What specific study programmes would you like to be established in the future at the
Department of Dual Studies of HWR Berlin?



What kind of cooperation and services that go beyond the normal study programme would
you like to have?



Do you have any further suggestions for knowledge transfer services between the university
and your company?

Competence development measurement
At the Department of Dual Studies at HWR Berlin, a competence measurement procedure was tested,
and measurements were carried out to prove the effect of WBL assignments on competence
development and the increase in employability. This study was so successful that some degree
programmes continue to measure the competence development of their students during WBL periods
and do not spare the immense effort for the participating companies.
The KODE® and KODEX® procedure comprises several phases. First, the necessary competences
must be selected and assessed from a competence atlas. Measurement questions have to be designed
for the assessment levels. Only after these preparatory steps can the measuring instrument be used at
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fixed evaluation points. Measurement points can be feedback discussions at the beginning and end of
a WBL period. A computer-assisted anonymised competence development analysis is carried out in
compliance with data protection guidelines. Detailed information is available at:
John Erpenbeck/Lutz von Rosenstiel/Sven Grote/Werner Sauter (Hrsg.) (2017): Handbuch
Kompetenzmessung. Erkennen, verstehen und bewerten von Kompetenzen in der betrieblichen,
pädagogischen und psychologischen Praxis. 3., überarbeitete und erweiterte Auflage. Stuttgart,
Schäffer Pösche http://www.ciando.com/img/books/extract/3791035126_lp.pdf
Buddy supervision
In the dual study programme BWL/Wholesale & Trade at HWR Berlin, an increase in quality is
achieved by students supporting each other. Through dialogue between first-year students and their
buddies in higher years of study, quality problems are revealed and eliminated at an early stage. This
buddy system makes it easier to compensate for different working conditions at partner companies
and for varying performance of students. An increase in student success has been observed.
Meetings with training supervisors
Every semester, a meeting is held for the training supervisors in companies with the programme
director. In these meetings, performance overviews are communicated, acute quality problems of the
academic and WBL periods are discussed to initiate problems solving. In addition, these meetings
allow exchange of experience between the training companies themselves. Among other things, the
Programme director can take up new professional trends in practice and take them into account in
further developing the dual curriculum.
5.2.6 Operating a Quality Management System within the University
5.26.1 Organisation of the CaQ at HWR Berlin
CaQ - Center for Academic Quality Assurance and Development is a special staff unit at HWR Berlin,
which is directly assigned to the Vice President for Teaching and Quality Assurance. The Center is
responsible for the development, establishment and expansion of the quality management system in
the entire university. Central topics of quality management at HWR Berlin are evaluation, university
didactics, process management, accreditations and rankings https://www.hwr-berlin.de/en/hwrberlin/about-us/quality-management/
The CaQ is responsible for setting up and expanding quality assurance which is geared towards
studying and teaching. This includes regular surveys on studies and teaching, offers in the context of
university didactics and descriptions of the processes for studying and teaching.
All Bachelor and Master programs are subject to a program accreditation process at regular intervals.
This means that an external assessment of the individual programmes is carried out by independent
assessment commissions from formally recognized
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In HWR Berlin, like in most universities the heads of department are part of a senior management
team, when it comes to decision-making on quality issues, since the departments are responsible
mostly for putting quality-related activities into daily practice.
5.2.6.2 Basic Tasks of the QMS
A fully operational internal QMS covers a number of basic tasks or activities: it elaborates process
descriptions, applies a range of tools for monitoring and assessment, prepares for change management
and communicates activities and results in partnership with internal and external stakeholders.
Figure 3. Basic tasks of the QMS at HWR Berlin
QMS at HWR BERLIN

Description of
processes

Monitoring,
assessment,
evaluation

Analysis and change
management

Documentation

Communication

Description of processes Smooth
management of processes is a crucial issue for a quality-oriented university. Processes are defined as
sets of interrelated or interacting activities that are repeated in time to deliver a service for the students
and other stakeholders by transforming inputs into outputs. Process management means that all
activities performed on a regular basis, like for example lecturing courses, periods of WBL in
companies, appointments of professors, are implemented in a previously discussed, planned and
quality controlled way. The QMS supports departments to describe operational processes, related
quality objectives and individual responsibilities for the management and control of each operation.
Monitoring, assessment and evaluation
The QMS develops and/or provides instruments and tools for collection of feedback from staff,
students and external stakeholders, and evaluation of results. As a horizontal task, the QMS
determines consistent principles for the collection and evaluation of feedback in the different
departments of the university, ensuring that data protection principles are applied, and allowing for
cross-cutting comparisons between units and study programmes.
Documentation and Data Protection
Finally, the QMS ensures documentation, storage and protection of the documents guiding qualityoriented operations. An effective documentation system ensures that only authorised persons have
access to valid documents and feedback sheets, and only up-to-date versions for data collection are
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used. Obsolete documents are removed to prevent incorrect usage, therefore procedures of issuing,
amending and withdrawing of documents are defined as part of quality management.
Previous data play an important role in the valuation of quality developments. For this reason, it is
essential to develop a sound data handling and data storage system that is reliable, valid and facilitates
retrieval of data. All data and documents must be accessible for authorised persons only, and protected
from unauthorised access and damage.
HWR Berlin, like other universities work with many personal data, the protection of which is a
fundamental requirement in democratic societies. Proactive internal rules for personal data protection
are established and access to personal data is clearly defined and strictly limited.
Communication
As a cross-cutting function, the QMS at HWR Berlin ensures internal communication with academic
and administrative staff and students, and provides for communication with relevant stakeholders
from outside, such as employers and social partner organisations.
Good information and communication management contributes to transparency of processes and
responsibilities. Continuous communication within the university is an important precondition for
creating commitment to quality. A university can use a broad range of media for meaningful
information and communication, and it is for the QMS to choose the appropriate medium depending
on the case, purpose and confidentiality of communication.
5.6.2.3 Role of Different Stakeholders in Quality Assurance
Involving stakeholders in quality management is of vital importance, although the intensity of their
participation should be different in various areas with respect to their individual concerns and
responsibilities.
It is obvious that professors and other academics are important actors for quality in teaching and
learning. But students and other staff should have a voice and a significant role here, too, since they
contribute to the quality of services and are affected by its quality at the same time.
Stakeholders from outside the university, like the partner companies in dual WBL programmes can
contribute to quality with their experiences in an advisory role.
5.6.2.4 Provision of Feedback
Provision, collection and analysis of feedback is an indispensable element to check and improve
quality of university services. Feedback is collected from students and teaching staff, non-academic
staff, former graduates and their employers, public bodies and business organisations (like chambers
of commerce and industry) and other stakeholders like professional organisations and NGOs.
Students are the most important stakeholders for providing feedback; usually their feedback will be
generated at the end of courses or on a yearly basis. Academic staff is encouraged to collect qualitative
feedback in a dialogue session with students held towards the end of the courses. When students feel
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that their opinions and ideas are welcomed, some will also participate in further activities to improve
quality.
Additional quantitative data most favourably data is collected online. Questionnaire include items
addressing the institution and the quality of its various services (such as library and catering facilities),
but the focus is on questions concerning teaching and learning. Important in this respect are questions
on student’s awareness of learning outcomes to be achieved in classes and during WBL periods in
companies, appropriate combination of theory and practice, usage of media in the learning process,
opportunities for self-organised learning, and clarity of assessment criteria.
Questionnaires for collecting feedback from professors, and other academic and non-academic staff
members address the performance of senior management, possibilities for participation, satisfaction
with internal communication and information policies, the working climate, and the way conflicts are
dealt within the university.
Investigating the destination of former graduates to get information on their employment status is
essential for the quality of every HEI programme. Issues addressed in such inquiries refer to job
positions obtained as well as satisfaction with education completed and usage of acquired skills and
competences in the job.
Mirroring these inquiries, employers of graduates are interviewed about graduates’ job performance
and their career prospects taking into account the skills and competences they brought to the job.
Such inquiries addressed to employers reflect their satisfaction with the quality of education, and
deliver an idea of the university’s image.
5.6.2.5 Communication of Evaluation Results
Assessment and evaluation activities are supplemented by an active publication and communication
strategy. This strategy defined who can access which information through which medium, since
owing to their confidential nature not all assessment data can be given to all stakeholders or made
available via the internet to the general public. A weighing of interests has to be made, between the
protection of civic rights (in particular of the teaching staff) and the requirement for greatest possible
transparency on evaluation results. The following guidelines are used for the communication of
evaluation results in the university:


Personal assessments of teaching staff and comments on their personality is for their
individual eyes only.



Results from course evaluations are kept confidential and discussed between the lecturer and
the Programme Director or Dean of Department.



If anonymity of personal data is guaranteed, evaluation results on courses and study
programmes are circulated via the intranet of the university, and discussed widely in quality
meetings with internal and external stakeholders.
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Aggregated results from surveys are made accessible via the official public website of the
university, thus providing transparency on the overal quality of the study programmes and
supporting positive marketing of the university.

5.6.2.6 Analysis and Change Management
Applying professional methods to analyse evaluation results helps to go beyond ad-hoc solutions and
design instead a coherent strategy for improving the quality of the whole organisation. An analysis
of monitoring and assessment results carried out under the responsibility of CaQ will reveal positive
achievements as well as failures. And the university can learn from both to improve its quality.
Usually, it is easier to look into achievements than to analyse failures, just because failures must be
admitted and accepted before they can be corrected.
It is impossible to improve quality simultaneously all over the university, therefore choices have to
be made. A focus for action must be determined. As soon as preferred areas for change and
improvement are identified, different options for action must be discussed and agreed. Here,
compromises have to be found, as interests and expectations of different stakeholder groups do not
necessarily coincide. Moreover, it is relevant to check the means that are available to improve quality:
are the means sufficient to accomplish the desired results? Which partners are ready to cooperate in
achieving the intended objectives? Which stakeholders could give support?
5.6.2.7 Developing an Improvement Plan
An improvement plan builds on the analysis of achievements and deficits and incorporates the
challenges, the opportunities and the resources available for change.
Based on a sound analysis of various factors contributing to quality, followed by a thorough
discussion of different options for change with internal and external stakeholders, the improvement
plan is formally adopted by the senior management of the university. To demonstrate the university’s
passion for quality, improvements are disseminated widely and communicated in all appropriate
contexts and to the broadest possible range of stakeholders.
Internally, the organisation of change needs an additional step: The improvement plan must be put
into practice by a detailed action plan. An action plan is meant to ensure that change really happens
and that the envisaged improvement process is monitored and evaluated, which is to check if the
intended effects have been achieved. In detail an action plan should record the:


kind of actions to be undertaken



individuals responsible for implementation of the envisaged improvements



resources and tools needed to undertake the planned actions



deadline by which the improvement actions are completed



indicators to measure if the intended effects are really achieved



assessment and evaluation of the envisaged progress towards improvement of quality.
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5.6.2.8 Accreditation in Higher Education in Germany
Since the implementation of the Bologna process in Germany, accreditation has been introduced as a
prerequisite for State approval of Bachelor and Master study programmes. The accreditation process
itself has undergone a development process during the past years. Currently HEI have the choice
between two kinds of accreditation: programme accreditation or system accreditation.
A specific characteristic of the German accreditation system is its two-tier structure, with the
Accreditation Council as an actor at the central level and the agencies at the decentralised level. The
Accreditation Council has the task of creating the prerequisites for the functionality of the German
accreditation system, by regulating criteria and procedures of accreditation. The agencies, licenced
by the Accreditation Council, implement the accreditation procedures by applying the criteria,
procedure and decision rules of the Accreditation Council.
5.6.2.9 Programme Accreditation and System Accreditation
To achieve accreditation or re-accreditation of a single programme, the programme has to meet all
the criteria set by the Accreditation Council. The HEI hast to elaborate documents relating to the
required criteria and to the programme, and the peer reviewers of the accreditation agency verify the
documentation during their on-site visit by interviewing staff, students and alumni of this study
programme as well as checking related documents, e.g., assessments, theses or evaluation results. If
all criteria are met, the programme will be accredited. In most cases the accreditation is granted with
conditions to overcome weaknesses that must be fulfilled within nine months.
Programme accreditation requires that all conditions or criteria are met. It does not matter how this
has been achieved by the HEI. This process is not part of the verification. If the HEI decides to rely
on programme accreditation, the fulfilment of criteria for each programme will continuously be
assessed by an agency.
In system accreditation, the subject matter is the internal quality assurance system of the Higher
Education Institution (HEI) in the field of teaching and learning. The structures and processes relevant
for teaching and learning are assessed regarding their appropriateness for achieving the qualification
objectives and for ensuring high quality of the study programmes.
5.6.2.10 Quality Assurance Requirements for Programme Accreditation
To grant accreditation of a study programme, peer reviewers will check all documented results and
figures according to the criteria and verify these by interviews during their on-site visit. Evaluation
results of modules and courses, programmes and study conditions, and from alumni surveys are
particularly important and therefore will be analysed in detail by the peer reviewers from the
accreditation agency (see section 2.3)
Besides statistical data such as number of applications for this programme, number of enrolled
students, or grading of assignments, the peer reviewers will also verify whether module descriptions
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are adequate and complete. Programme accreditation verification always includes the results in the
form of figures, descriptions, statutes etc.
5.6.2.11 European Context of Quality Assurance and Accreditation in Higher Education
5.6.2.12 European Standards and Guidelines for QA (ESG)
The European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance (ESG) aim to contribute to a common
understanding of quality assurance for learning and teaching across borders and among all
stakeholders. The ESG play an important role in the development of national and institutional quality
assurance systems across the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and cross-border
cooperation.
The first release of the ESG was adopted by the Ministers responsible for higher education in 2005,
following a proposal prepared by the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher
Education (ENQA) in co-operation with the European Students’ Union (ESU), the European
Association of Institutions in Higher Education (EURASHE) and the European University
Association (EUA).
The ESG are a set of standards and guidelines for internal and external quality assurance in higher
education. The ESG are not standards for quality, nor do they prescribe how the quality assurance
processes are implemented, but they provide guidance, covering the areas, which are vital for
successful quality provision and learning environments in higher education. The ESG should be
considered in a broader context that also includes ECTS, modularisation, competence-based learning
outcomes and diploma supplement that also contribute to promote transparency and mutual trust in
higher education in the EHEA.
The ESG apply to all higher education offered in the EHEA regardless of the mode of study or place
of delivery. Thus, the ESG are also applicable to all higher education including transnational and
cross-border provision. Higher education aims to fulfil multiple purposes, including preparing
students for their future careers (e.g., contributing to their employability), supporting their personal
development, creating a broad advanced knowledge base and stimulating research and innovation.
Therefore, stakeholders, who may prioritise different purposes, can view quality in higher education
differently and quality assurance needs to consider these different perspectives.
At the heart of all quality assurance activities are the twin purposes of accountability and
improvement. A successfully implemented quality assurance system will provide information to
demonstrate the quality of the higher education institution’s activities (accountability) as well as
provide advice and recommendations on how it might improve what it is doing.
The EHEA is characterised by its diversity of political systems, higher education systems, sociocultural and educational traditions, languages, aspirations and expectations. This makes a single
monolithic approach to quality and quality assurance in higher education inappropriate. The ESG
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may be used and implemented in different ways by different institutions, agencies and countries.
Broad acceptance of all standards is a precondition for creating common understanding of quality
assurance in Europe. For these reasons, the ESG are at a reasonably generic level ensuring that they
are applicable to all forms of provision.
5.6.2.13 European Quality Assurance Register (EQAR)
The ESG are used by institutions and quality assurance agencies as a reference document for internal
and external quality assurance. They provide the criteria against which quality assurance agencies
and their activities are assessed. This ensures that the quality assurance agencies in the EHEA adhere
to the same set of principles and the processes and procedures are modelled to fit the purposes and
requirements of their contexts.
Quality assurance agencies substantially using the ESG may apply for inclusion on the European
Quality Assurance Register (EQAR). Established in 2008, EQAR publishes and manages a register
of quality assurance agencies having successfully demonstrated in an external review by independent
experts that they comply with the ESG. http://www.eqar.eu
EQAR has been established provide a basis for governments to authorise higher education institutions
to choose any agency from the register, if that is compatible with national arrangements, and in this
case allowing higher education institutions to choose freely between different agencies.
5.6. 2.14 European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA)
Established in 2004, ENQA is the largest umbrella organisation of quality assurance agencies from
the European Higher Education Area member states. ENQA promotes European co-operation,
disseminates information and expertise in order to develop and share good practice and to foster the
European dimension of quality assurance.
Its mission is to contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of quality in European higher
education, and to act as a major driving force for the development of quality assurance across all the
Bologna Process signatory countries. Its members are quality assurance organisations from EHEA
that operate in the field of higher education
Its website is a rich source of information on quality assurance in Europe; regularly it produces
publications dealing with developments in European quality assurance, such as workshop reports,
occasional papers, and statements and position papers (all available free of charge on the website).
http://www.enqa.eu.
5.3

ULL in France

The Lyon Academy has five University Institutes of Technology: IUT Lyon 1, IUT Lyon 2, IUT
Lyon 3, IUT de Roanne and IUT Saint-Étienne — altogether known as IUT ARL (Ain-Rhône-Loire).
In early January 2011, these five IUTs chose to engage in a continuous improvement process. To
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serve as a common thread for this, the Directors decided to conduct a semi-collective quality
approach.
The approach adopted consisted of building a unified base of good practices and a quality control
system with a view to creating transversality and cohesion among the five participating IUTs. With
this in mind, the collective approach has made possible the sharing and convergence of good practices
in terms of quality of service and the development of a partnership through inter-IUT working groups
for building a shared quality system.
The strategy adopted for the quality approach focused on the establishment of a standard reference
of common service commitments as a minimum point of convergence for the quality approach of the
participating IUTs. One of the first steps in the common quality approach consisted of developing
and signing the Act of Commitment to the quality approach by the five IUTs. This deed, formally
signed by the Directors and Council Chairs of the five IUTs, defines the management requirements
for the quality approach for each participating IUT, as well as the rules and principles for sharing the
approach.
From 2012 to 2016, thematic, one-day group workshops led to the design of this standard frame of
reference. Based on their experience and in order to deploy service commitments, the 5 Ain-RhôneLoire IUTs recommend reliance on the drafting and implementation of procedures corresponding to
one or the other of these commitments. As an example, the following procedures can be cited 4:
-

Recruitment and integration procedure for temporary instructors (commitments 8 and 9)

-

Procedure for the Management of internships and work-study programmes (commitments 14
and 16)

-

Procedure for the organisation of knowledge tests (commitments 17, 18 and 19)

Based on this Standard Frame of Reference, quality assurance is maintained and monitored
throughout the student’s studies. All commitments are detailed in the Tool kit documents and we will
extract only the parts dealing with WBL in this paper.
Any internship or work-study programme must include missions formalised in an internship
agreement or work-study contract. The internship manager, or the Work-Study Training officer
validates the adequacy of these missions with the training provided and/or professional plans, before
signing the agreement or contract established between the university, the company/organisation and
the student:
We assign each of you an IUT tutor, who will monitor you in a company/organisation during the
internship, and/or during the work-study contract. We will inform you of the name of this tutor, before
your departure for an internship or work-study programme.
For work-study programmes, we organise an annual meeting with company/organisation tutors in
4

See the Standard Frame of Reference for details
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order to provide them with all the information necessary for the smooth running of your monitoring
and evaluation.
For work-study programmes, the IUT tutor contacts your company/organisation tutor and yourself
at least three times to follow up:
- at the start of the contract, in the form of an on-site visit, to validate the proper implementation

of the missions defined
- during

the contract, in the form of a visit or contact, to check progress and the acquisition of

skills, and support the work that will be presented during the end-of-contract defence.
A work-study monitoring booklet (paper or electronic) enables you to ensure regular and formalised
monitoring of your training programme, and more particularly of the periods you spend in the
company. It serves as a liaison tool between you, the company/organisation and the IUT.
Any end-of-studies internship or work-study contract is subject to the preparation of a report or thesis
and an oral defence.
The internship defences are conducted before a jury composed at least of your IUT tutor and another
teacher. Your company/organisation tutor is invited as a member of this jury.
For internships and work-study programmes, we communicate to you and to the host
company/organisation the provisional schedule for defences at least one month before the scheduled
date, in order to allow participants to organise their trip.
We organize defenses under the following conditions: signage displayed, reception room for
company/organization tutors and students, receptionist permanently present, supplies for rooms
equipped for defenses (computer or video projector for example), compliance with the schedules
provided for defenses.
For each of these commitments, audits are regularly carried out and each department and IUT is
marked according to their compliance and ability to prove this compliance with these procedures.
5.4

UNITBV-Romania

Quality Assurance of WBL in Higher Education Institutions in Romania
External Quality Assurance
According to the Romanian legislation, all study programs are subjected to periodic evaluation for
reaccreditation, every five years. The evaluation is carried out by The Romanian Agency for Quality
Assurance in Higher Education (ARACIS) or any other QA agency registered on the European
Quality Assurance Register (EQAR). Up to now, most of the study programs of Romanian
universities have chosen ARACIS for this service. The ARACIS standards and criteria include the
WBL component: “the curricula of the Bachelor’s (1st Cycle) study program must include a 2-3week traineeship (practice) per year, beginning with the second year of study, as well as during the
final year of study”. The university is required to conclude partnership agreements with companies,
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which provide: the location and period of practical placement, modality of organization and guidance,
persons in charge from the university and the company, etc. ARACIS also evaluates if the syllabus
for practical training is adequately prepared, to facilitate students the acquiring of practical skills,
needed after graduation to get a job on the labour market.
The standard requirements for quality assurance regarding the practical placement are:


Integration within the curriculum: the placement content needs to be compatible with the
study program. It has to ensure the skills and competences foreseen in the syllabus of the
practical placement:
 To apply the knowledge acquired during university lectures;
 To acquire new skills relevant to the student’s field of study;
 To confront students with real-life situations and challenges of the professional business
environment;
 To analyze the conditions of the work environment;
 To analyze their own experience of involvement into business.



Tutorship/mentorship: the company assigns a representative (tutor) for the practical
placement, to assist each student during the entire process. At the same time, a mentor is
assigned by the university, who follows the compliance of the traineeship with the learning
outcomes defined for the study program.



Evaluation: the company evaluates the internship activity of the students and validates the
practical stage by issuing a certificate.



Financial reward: the company may reward students financially, thus generating an
incentive of responsibility for both sides during the activity of practical placement.



Contract: administrative rules and duties of each partner are defined in a placement
agreement with three parties.



Confidentiality rules of the company need to be taken into account.

In addition, there are in place standards specific to different fields (e.g. engineering), that require that
the themes for the preparation of the final paper (graduation theses) contain subjects proposed
by/developed in collaboration with the industry/ business sector.
Regarding the relevance of the study program, it has to be designed by involving all stakeholders:
academics, students and labor market representatives. At the same time, the study program should be
revised on regular basis by considering the peer-reviews together with students, graduates, and
representatives of the employers, in this way benefiting from external expertise and reference points.
Regarding the students’ assessment for practical training, the evaluation provided by the tutor
assigned by the company where the respective activity was carried out has to be considered.
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Internal Quality Assurance in UNITBV
At Transilvania University of Brasov (UNITBV), the mechanism for quality assurance of WBL is
part of the Internal Quality Assurance system developed in the university and considers: i) the
university context, ii) the company context and iii) the training staff (tutors from company and
mentors from university). It consists of:


regular survey of students’ opinions on the quality of practical training;



regular survey of companies’ opinions on the quality of students and graduates;



regular monitoring of employability through the UNITBV-ALUMNI database;



internal procedure for continuous monitoring and periodic evaluation of study programs,
which include the component of practical training of students;



internal procedures regulating the practical training at the university level.

The Internal Quality Assurance system is managed by the Quality Assurance and Evaluation
Commission, at university level and at study program level; in their work, these commissions are
supported by the Quality Assurance Office.
The practical training at UNITBV (https://practica.unitbv.ro/) is implemented through a joint
effort of the following structures:


The Liaison Office with the Business Environment (BRME), an authorized office which provides the general
framework for organizing and developing WBL, and develops the cooperation with the business sector;



The community of companies and organizations that have signed partnership agreements for practical training
with the university;



Vice-deans and study program representatives responsible for practical training on behalf of each faculty.

The mechanism for quality assurance includes setting up of a university-wide practical placement
regulation with customized additional requirements at faculty level, validated by the Faculty Council;
dissemination of the regulation to students; maintenance and updating of the database of available
internship places offered by companies; selection and matching of students with the internships
available; analysis of the distribution of practical placements among students; formal reporting and
assessment at the end of the internship; collection of feedback from the companies (tutors), from the
representatives of the faculties (mentors), and from the students themselves.
Procedures for quality assurance of WBL inside UNITBV include:
-

adoption of the practical training procedure & calendar at UNITBV level;

-

dissemination of procedure & calendar at faculty and study program level at the beginning
of each academic year;

-

validation at university level of the Practical Training Agreement between the university
and the host companies / organizations;

-

adoption of a formal agreement between UNITBV, the host company and the student;

-

validation of practical places offered by companies according to quality criteria;
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-

definition of the customized requirements during the practical placement (Charter fixing
quality criteria and Code of good behaviour);

-

completion of the necessary documents by the students while on practical placement;

-

validation of the certificate as recognition of undertaking the practical training;

-

evaluation of the practical training based on the quality assurance criteria.

These procedures and guidelines are intended to streamline the process of WBL inside UNITBV so
as to maximize the achievement of learning outcomes by students and to continuously improve the
quality of their practical training.
6.

Guiding questions for policy makers and university staff

The present section provides a set of guiding questions for policy makers to consider when planning
an apprenticeship program or to assess how their apprenticeship program is implemented.
Guiding questions to assess national policies and legislation for Work-Based Learning:
1. Are national policies and legislation in place to effectively support different forms of work-based
learning?
2. Are these policies and legislation coherent and well-understood by all relevant stakeholders?
3. Can foreign models of work-based learning be implemented? What kind of customization is
required?
Guiding questions to assess the vision of apprenticeship program:
1. What does this apprenticeship program aim to achieve?
2. Is the vision clearly defined and explicitly expressed in order to guide policy design and action?
3. Can the vision be translated into concrete and measurable objectives?
4. Can the objectives be measured by indicators?
5. How does the vision relate to interests of relevant stakeholders?
Guiding questions to assess resources:
1. What resources (financial, equipment and facilities, time) are needed for the apprenticeship
program to be implemented?
2. Do currently available resources allow this apprenticeship program to be implemented?
3. Are enough resources secured for the whole implementation process or is only the initial
implementation period covered?
4. If resources are not sufficient, what could be done to generate resources?
5. Are accountability arrangements in place to ensure that the resources are being used efficiently
and effectively?
Guiding questions to assess stakeholders’ involvement:
1. Who are the key stakeholders affected by the apprenticeship program implementation?
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2. Do all the key stakeholders support the apprenticeship program vision or are there competing
interests?
3. Have key stakeholders been actively involved early in the apprenticeship program design?
4. Are some stakeholders missing and not engaging?
5. Is stakeholders’ knowledge being used to make the implementation strategy more practical?
6. Do key stakeholders feel like they are contributing and being heard through the process? Are key
stakeholders committed to carrying out the apprenticeship program?
7. Do the key stakeholders possess the required capacity to carry out the apprenticeship program?
8. At the university level, are pedagogical practices and leadership styles aligned with the objectives
of the apprenticeship program?
Guiding questions to assess transparency:
1. Is it clear who is in charge of what tasks?
2. Are the relationships between stakeholders clear?
3. If certain stakeholders fail to deliver on their responsibility, what will happen and how to cope
with the failure?
4. Is there a system gathering data for stakeholders to monitor the implementation process?
5. Does the monitoring system include specific indicators to follow-up on the apprenticeship
program’s objectives?
6. Do stakeholders have the capacity to use the collected data to make adjustments during the
implementation process?
Guiding questions to assess the apprenticeship quality tools:
1. What are the selected apprenticeship quality tools to assess the quality of the program?
2. Is there existing evidence justifying choosing these apprenticeship quality tools?
3. Do they effectively facilitate the monitoring and the assessment of the program?
4. Have the apprenticeship quality tools been trialled, or a pilot study conducted, to enrich the evidence
base and justify their adoption?
5. Are there potential shortcomings of the apprenticeship quality tools?
6.

Are the apprenticeship quality tools coherent between them?
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7.

Assignments

1st Assignment
Please read carefully section 8.2 from Nieuwenhuis et al,’ (2004, p. 139) chapter that is entitled
“Assessing the impact of policy measures” and try:
to present the main challenges for
organizing quality in Work-Based Learning,
define the different actors in the WorkBased Learning system, keeping in mind your country’s context,
identify

the

institutions

and

the

organizations for VET in your country.

Reference
Nieuwenhuis, L., Mulder, R. and Van Berkel, H.E.N.K., 2004. 8 Improving the quality of teachinglearning arrangements in VET. In W. J. Nijhof & W. van Esch (Eds.) Unravelling policy, power,
process and performance. The formative evaluation of the Dutch adult and vocational education act.
’s-Hertogenbosch: CINOP, p.135.
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2nd Assignment
Please assess the Work-Based program of your university based on the following quality indicators.
(a) Can you please provide suggestions on how your university could improve its quality indicators
(if there is room for improvement in some areas)? (b) Can you please share your experience on how
did your university improve quality indicators (if your performance is outstanding)? From Strongly
disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5)
Cognitive Complexity
Students learn how to learn
Students improve basic skills
Students make decisions
Students improve ability to think and solve problems
Students learn things useful in later life
Students make use of skills learned in school
Students think of new ways of doing things
Social Competence
Work involves dealing with people
Students learn to get along with
Get to know people with different backgrounds
Students learn how to work with adults
Students learn how to work with other of own age
Curriculum links
Professors talk about work in class
Work relates well to school program
Students can apply what is learned in school on job
School learning helps on job
Work helps understand school learning
Structural links
Professor/coordinator visits site regularly
Professor/coordinator evaluates the students
Professor/supervisor developed training plan
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Appendixes

INTERNSHIP OFFICE
Please read the entire following questionnaire before completing it.
When you have completed the process, please place the questionnaire in a folder with the name of
your Institution, seal it and give the file to the trainee to deliver it in person to his/her Supervising
Professor.
The Assessment should be submitted to the Student Internship Office of the University of Macedonia
in its original form and not sent by fax or any other form that is not considered acceptable.

EVALUATION OF THE INTERNSHIP OF THE TRAINEE STUDENT
BY THE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Student name: …………………………………….…………………........................
Academic Department: ……………………………………………………….........
Employment Agency (full name): …………………………………………………… ..
Start-end date of internship: ……………………………………………………
Please note below the degree of satisfaction, if requested, using the following graded scale:
0 = not at all, 1 = minimum,

2 = low,

3 = moderate, 4 = high, 5 = maximum.

1. Based on what criteria was the trainee selected?


Previous work experience



Academic knowledge (high score)



Personal skills / outstanding achievements



Other....................................................................................................................................

2. Object of the exercise (specific tasks performed by the trainee and responsibilities he / she
undertook, areas in which he / she was employed, duration of each one, etc.).
..........................................................................................................................................................
3. Please rate on a scale of 0 to 5 whether the trainee's employment has actually benefited your
Institution in some area.
0

,

1

,

2

,

3

,

4

,

5

.

Please check the field of your choice the positive attributes/features during the evaluation such as:


High level of know-how
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Immediate processing of tasks



Valuable assistance to the permanent staff of the Agency



Special contribution to the development of a research



Other,...................................................................................................................................

Please check in the field of your choice negative attributes/features/aspects during the evaluation
such as:


Lack of knowledge



Reduced skills



Lack of professional ethics



Lack of willingness to work



Other ………………………………………………………………………………

4. Please note, if over time, the course of his work performance has been upward, stagnant or
downward.
Justify your position below: …………………………. ………………………………
5. Please note if you believe that the trainee should focus more on a particular area in order to
improve his / her job performance and overall professional presence:
..........................................................................................................................................................
6. On a scale from 0 to 5 please rate the following points as indicative of the trainee's
job/work/employment profile:
1

Work adaptability

2

Ability to adapt to any professional conditions

3

Curation / Order / Organization

4

Zeal / Appetite for learning / Interest in work

5

Behavior/attitude / seriousness

6

disciplined in the Agency's regulations (e.g.
opening hours)

7

Communication / Willingness to serve
customers

8

Ability to work with staff / team spirit

9

Responsibility

10

Efficiency

11

Productivity

12

Quality of project

13

Initiative to develop/original ideas

14

Ability to handle any problems

7. Please report any problems - in various areas - that occurred during the internship period of the
trainee: ....................................................................................................................................
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8. How long did it take, as a percentage of the total internship period, for the trainee to understand
the basic functions of the employment agency/business?
20%

,

20% -40%

, 40% -60%

, 60% -80%

, could not understand

.

9. Please evaluate the trainee's overall performance.
Insufficient

Minimum

Moderate

Good

Very good

performance

performance

performance

performance

Excellent performance

Other comments:...........................................................................................................................
10. Was there a proposal made to the trainee to continue the employment after the end of his / her
internship?

Yes

,

No

.

11. If yes, please state the reasons.


Excellent performance of the trainee



Increasing the turnover of the company



Need to hire permanent staff



Temporary vacancy in the company



Other reason ……………..........................................................................................

12. If not, please state the reasons.


Lack of necessary funds of the company



There is no need to hire permanent staff



Unsatisfactory performance of the trainee



Other reason

.................................................................................................................

13. Please note the extent to which you would recommend the trainee to another company for
employment.
0

1

2

3

4

5 .

Comments ……………………………………………………………………………………

FOR THE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Name & signature of Supervisor
Date

Company stamp
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INTERNSHIP OFFICE
EVALUATION OF THE TRAINEE BY THE SUPERVISING PROFESSOR
You are kindly requested, before completing this form, to arrange an appointment with the trainee
(student) to discuss in detail the experience of his/her Internship, and how to carefully examine the
Assessment forms of the Trainee Student as of the Employment Agency presented by the trainee.
Following the above necessary procedure, this form should be submitted to the Internship Office no
later than 15 days after the scheduled end of the internship period. Single word answers and
Insufficiently reasoned answers are not accepted.
Student name: …………………………. …………………………
Academic Department of Study: ……………………………………………………………
Employment Agency (full name): …………. ………………………………………………
Date of start-end of the internship: …………. …………………………………………….
1.Please evaluate the overall performance of the trainee in the table below:
Insufficient

Minimum

Moderate

Good

Very good

Excellent

performance

performance

performance

performance

performance

2. Describe the specific tasks that the trainee student performed?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………….............................................................................................................
-How relevant are they deemed to be the subject of the Internship which, as defined by the Terms of
Participation, was determined by mutual agreement of both parties?
Not at all relevant

Not at all relevant

Fairly relevant

Absolutely

relevant
- How relevant are they to the study area of the Department?
Not at all relevant

Not at all relevant

Fairly relevant

Absolutely relevant
Comments: ……………….............................................................................................................
3. Did you find that the Employment Agency was satisfied with the student's internship
performance?

YES Χ NO
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Comments: ………………………………………………………………………………….
4. How satisfied was the student with his / her Internship?
Not at all

Somewhat

satisfied

satisfied

Just satisfied

Fairly satisfied

Very satisfied

Fully satisfied

Comments...............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
5. Were there any problems in the collaboration between the Student and the Institution?
YES Χ NO
-If yes, please provide a detailed description:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
-Did you receive timely information from the trainee about the above mentioned problems?
I was informed immediately

I did not receive any relevant information

I was informed only during the evaluation process
-Did you receive timely information from the employer about the above mentioned problems?
I was informed immediately

I did not receive any relevant information

I was informed only during the evaluation process
-If you received relevant information in time, what actions were taken to resolve the above
mentioned problems?
.........................................................................................................................................................
-In case these actions proved unsuccessful and the trainee interrupted the Internship, was the
Internship Office informed by the student in a timely manner and was the form of non-completion
of the Internship submitted in a timely manner, as defined by the Terms of Participation?
........................................................................................................................................................
6. Do you consider the implementation of this Internship constructive?
YES

NO

Partly constructive
Remarks:….............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
7. Do you recommend the continuation of the collaboration of the specific Employment Agency
with the Internship Office after the end of the Operational Program (NSRF);
I highly recommend it

I do not recommend it

I recommend it under conditions

-If yes, please briefly describe these conditions:
………………………………………………………………………………….....…………………
………………………………………………………………................................................
Date: …… / …… / …….

Name & Signature of Supervising Professor
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INTERNSHIP OFFICE
EVALUATION OF THE TRAINEE BY THE SUPERVISING PROFESSOR
You are kindly requested, before completing this form, to arrange an appointment with the trainee
(student) to discuss in detail the experience of his/her Internship, and how to carefully examine the
Assessment forms of the Trainee Student as of the Employment Agency presented by the trainee.
Following the above necessary procedure, this form should be submitted to the Internship Office no
later than 15 days after the scheduled end of the internship period. Single word answers and
Insufficiently reasoned answers are not accepted.
Student name: …………………………. …………………………
Academic Department of Study: ………………………………………………………
Employment Agency (full name): ……….……………………………………………… ..
Date of start-end of the internship: ………….…………………………………………….
1.Please evaluate the overall performance of the trainee in the table below:
Insufficient

Minimum

Moderate

Good

Very good

Excellent

performance

performance

performance

performance

performance

2. Describe the specific tasks that the trainee student performed?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………...........................................................................................................
-How relevant are they deemed to be the subject of the Internship which, as defined by the Terms of
Participation, was determined by mutual agreement of both parties?
Not at all relevant

Not at all relevant

Fairly relevant

Absolutely

relevant
- How relevant are they to the study area of the Department?
Not at all relevant

Not at all relevant

Fairly relevant

Absolutely

relevant
Comments: ………………..............................................................................................................
3. Did you find that the Employment Agency was satisfied with the student's internship
performance?
YES Χ NO
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Comments: ……………………………………………………………………………….
How satisfied was the student with his / her Internship?
Not at all

Somewhat

satisfied

satisfied

Just satisfied

Fairly satisfied

Very satisfied

Fully satisfied

Comments...............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
5. Were there any problems in the collaboration between the Student and the Institution?
YES Χ NO
-If yes, please provide a detailed description:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
-Did you receive timely information from the trainee about the above mentioned problems?
I was informed immediately

I did not receive any relevant information

I was informed only during the evaluation process
-Did you receive timely information from the employer about the above mentioned problems?
I was informed immediately

I did not receive any relevant information

I was informed only during the evaluation process
-If you received relevant information in time, what actions were taken to resolve the above
mentioned problems?
.........................................................................................................................................................
-In case these actions proved unsuccessful and the trainee interrupted the Internship, was the
Internship Office informed by the student in a timely manner and was the form of non-completion
of the Internship submitted in a timely manner, as defined by the Terms of Participation?
.........................................................................................................................................................
6. Do you consider the implementation of this Internship constructive?
YES

NO

Partly constructive
Remarks:….............................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
7. Do you recommend the continuation of the collaboration of the specific Employment Agency
with the Internship Office after the end of the Operational Program (NSRF);
I highly recommend it

I do not recommend it

I recommend it under conditions

-If yes, please briefly describe these conditions:
………………………………………………………………………………….....…………………
………………………………………………………………................................................
Date: …… / …… / …….

Name & Signature of Supervising Professor
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Appendix - Quality Assurance in Germany
A questionnaire for the “Evaluation of courses and modules”, as used by HWR BERLIN is attached
below
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